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The first step

The first round

A toss-up

Racers open OVC defense with
71-66 win over Peay

NFL's elite await this
weekend's winners

Academic Bowl semifinals
to compete at Murray State
—Page 2

—Page 8

—Page 8

Mtierray Ledge!
Serving Murray and Calloway County since 1879
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
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Home schooling:
a parent's right
MURRAY. KY
By MARY LAYTON
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer

MONDAY
NEWS IN BRIEF
W0RLD
COM 1/. %P,-t, Ef Salvador
The lk:!Lit Farabundo Marti
Liberation Front has'
promised it. O1,10 investigation
into the alleged rebel execution
of two U.S. airmen after their
helicopter-was downed-.

STATE
PIKEVILLE. Ky.-- Police
arrested four people in Pike
County and confiscated an undetermined amount of cash and
,three draw -poker machines in
connection with an underco% gambling investigation.
machines were seized from Is
Diner; located between Freeborn
and Phelps, and from .the Pic
Pac supermarket at Phelps.

Kevin_
LOS .-V\GELES
Bradshaw of U.S. International
scored 72 points Saturday night
against Loyola Marymount to
break Pete Marovich's scoring
record against a NCAA Division
I opponent, hut Loyola set an
NCAA scoring record in a
186-140 victory.

BUSINESS

Home schooling is an alternative to traditional schools which is being,taken by\nine families in Calloway
County School Oistrict and three families in Murray Independent School District. Pictured abo‘e, Joyce
NIcKenzie instructs her I2-year-old son, Adam, at right, who has been attendim.: school at home for the
last 5 1.2 years. Also shown' is Adam's sister, Dawn, a freshman at Calloway County High School, who
attended home school from-fourth grade through the eighth grade, and four-year-old Jacob. o ho k not
formally enrolled in home school yet, hut engages in pre-school actixities.

Every parent has the 7.1.1s2.ht ic
teach their children b•\,• y • home fireside.. aLcorj!!•
Kentucky State Const:t.. •
Since Kentucky was an agrar
state when the constitutio•• w•
ified in 1891, parents
always send their children to pi:MIL
schools. Many children lived too
far from schools or their families'
welfare depended on them stayim!
home 1,:l-time to work on
farms.Sure, times have. change.
parents no longer teach their
-rett at, ttome mcaus'e T thece' re?
sons. But they have Other'r...
School officials S,1‘
the parents are
believe public -schools do not offer
enough religious eduqtion. Also.

P,
thc,r

'•:

A glimpse of Calloway home schools
\Ithough Adam has not y•,:t
whether he will attend Cale.dcd
Murray Ledger & T,rres Staff Writer
toAay County 'High School in
1992, or continue his education at
When Dawn McKenzie stepped
:into Calloway County High School home. Dawn chose to attend a
-tut- fa 11__Ior._her_fiNt dy of_ c.ltsses.. public high school . because. she.
she was nervous, Perhaps she had wanted more social activity.
Althou•gh she was nervous about
every reason to be. It was the first
time she had attended a traditional not "lining in,- her fears 'Were
quickly eased. The transition from
school in tive,years. •
Dawn had been taught by her home school to public school was a
mother. Joyce, at her home in Mur- smooth one.
Da‘,•n is doing well in school - r4 since she was in the fourth
grade. Her younger brother, Adam, mostly A's except for a C in algebhat she misses not being able
who is now, in the seventh grade, .ra
has been attending school at home to work at her own pace as she did
in hOrne school,
since second grade.
By MARY LAYTON

heg.ns about
US - around
hen she comes
p.r•,1 While

n.e
S a.rn
arour.;
home
she [11‘..:k severi miles to N.tool.
_ALM merely Llimhs up The stairs
to the lot' in, his house where his
moWer edueates him in a makecompete with
sh,f t
desks a- nd hook shelves.
11h:le ic st.idk.s. Jo \ cc concentrales 011 teat .:n her loz-year-old
son, .1.1. oh, Ins ABCs and number:, and his favorite pre-school
art.
s.ibJet:
Adam's curricalin consists- of
Ker,tuo v histor‘. world nisto7-.

II/ASH/NGTO.S. --- Federal
regulators seized banks owned
by Bank of New England Corp.
in three New England • states.
propping them up with a S750
million infusion of government
money

science. spehirig. pre-algebra. ra,s
art. language,- and B:'
Although he takes written test,
spelling and pre-algebra, he is us',ally tested orally in the Pter
subjects.
_
Joyce said that she puts emphasis on pre-algebra since algebra
was the only subject in which
Dawn needed more preparation.
Joyce and her husband, Lirry,
who works at Starks Brothers
Mobile Homes, decided to home
school their three children af:er
(Cont'd on page 2)

t

lai‘-e to meet any qua.:lica:ions
they are no: requirej to n,o..e
s,hool diploma
(Cont'd on page 2)

Lawmakers appear ready
for Burnette impeachment

FORECAST
Tonight: Cloudy with - a
chance of light rain or freezing
rain. Low in the lower 30s.
Northeast wind 5. to 10 ,mph.
Chance of rain 30 percent.
Tuesday: Mostly cloudy. High
in the lower 40s.

LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky Lake
358.7. -0.5 below 338.5, -0.1
Barkley Lake
358.9, -0.7 below 344.4, +2.5

EBEE111111111111
One Section — 14 Pages
12, 13
Classifieds
12
Comics
12
Crosswords
Dear Abby
-6
Horoscope
6, 7
Murray Today
11
Obituaries
4
Perspective
8, 9.
Sports
Subscribers who have not
receised their home-deli%ered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30
p.m. on Saturday are urged to
call 753-1916 between 5:30
and 6 p.m. Monday through
Friday or 3:30 and 4 p.m.
Saturday. Regular office hours
are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday and 8 a.m. to
12 noon Saturday.

By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer

•

The
FRANKFORT, Ky.
refusal of twice-convicted Agriculture_Commissioner Ward "Butch"
Burnene to resign has forced Kentucky lawmakers to confront an
issue they would rather avoid —
his impeachment.
Burnette and his lawyer are
holding out hope for further ludicial review of his theft conviction,
and action by the General Assembly to force him from office •could
also hinge. on rulings -in court.
But if it comes to it, House
members appear ready to impeach
Burnette and send the matter to the
Kentucky Senate for a trial.
"We'se made it pretty -clear
we're going to do about
what
serxe as inter.
University
State
Murray
at
instructor
theater
and
speech
former
said .Rep. Greg Stumbo.
a
Butch."
Kathryn Valentine,
director this spring. Approximately
D-Prcstonsburg, the majority floor
im director of the Playhouse in the Park until its hoard na6s a new reports.
to
leader in the House.
50 applicants have applied for the position so far, according
Burnette has asked the Kentucky
Supreme Court to reconsider its
decision to uphold his first conviction for thelt by unlawful taking.
That 1990 conviction in Franklin
Circuit Court involved Burnette's
outan
Irom
week
this
instruction
spring.
this
director
COOPER
By MARK
Busscy. "She's arrangements to place an employee
Valentine replaced Bussey twice side source
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer
for a few days this on the Agriculture Department's
earlier this year when she had to going to he here
Valentine said. payroll before she actitally started
me,"
helping
'week
Following in the footsteps of for- leave town for other work, Valen-If's also good to know that -- work.
mer Playhouse in the Park director tine said, so serving an interim
Burnette was sentenced to a year
whercever she is -- she's only a
Liz Busscy is not an easy thing. to director is not new' to her.
prison and fined S1,500 in that
in
away."
call
phone
"I've been involved with the
do. But fortunately, her interim
The high court voted unanimcase.
In December, Bussey announced
Playhouse since I moved to Murray
replacement is very familar with
to uphold the conviction and
ously
the
of
in 1983," according to Valentine, her appointment as director
the path.
y penalty.
who also serves on the board of nationally,aclaimed communit
"It's not a simple job but 1 am
The justices, including two new
where
Ky.
Cave,
Horse
in
theater
familar with it," according to directors. "We have a working
of the court who did not
members
she
acting,
she hopes to do more
Kathryn Valentine, who will serve board of directors and they're here
rule on the original Burnette case,
at the community theater until its helping me as well."
could take up that request this
(Cont'd on page 2)
Valentine will also receive
hoard of directors hires a new

Valentine busy filling Bussey's shoes

•4-`•
•

•
\z,!
'

•
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Ward "ButCh" Burnette
week, the first colcre!ic e periOdilr.
the new year.
Gail Ro-,:nson, Burnet:e'; Frank:
fort altorne\ sald she al:so expe...f:
to file a re(riest for a new ma) in
Franklin Circuit Court.
Robinson Said she hopes the
judges will not be moved by outside expectations to resolve Burnetre's -•status.
"I don't think they're going to
shunt these aside .just because
there's a lot of public pressure to
act quickly," Robinson said.
But Stumbo said the courts •
should recognize the legislature's
own situation of being in Frankfort
for a special session and ready to
take up Burnette's case.
"I would hope that hch the
Supreme Court and the trial oourt
(Cont'd on page 2)

•

- ;me,

• 41r•

••••••
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A glimpse...
(Cont4 from page 1)
Joyce taught at Lis:wood Christian
School during the 1984/85 school
year. Because she was teaching
there, She pulled Dawn and Adam
and her oldest son. Larry Jr.. out of
public school and enrolled them in
Eastwood.
-I thought, why am I pouring my
life into other people's children
hca I can do- this with my own
chdeen at home," Joyce said.
After tea,-hi' at Eastwood only

MONDAY, JANUARY 7, tkokoi

one year, she decided to teach her
three children at home. Larry Jr
spent only one year, eighth grade.
at home school and then attended
the public high school the following year.
Before her children were born.
Joyce taught in 4 public school in
Indiana for fise years during the
late 1960's.
Teaching in a home school is not
for everyone. Joyce warned. "You
have to maintain discipline -mostly with yourself. If-you're not
a disciplined person, you'll be on

Judgment may brin refunds
for many Kentucky retirees
LC( )VILLE. K.). (AP)
An
.n light Lit the Supreme
estimated 40.000 Kentucky retirees
Court decision - but it refused to
may be in line for refunds for state
issue refunds.
taxes paid on their federal pensions
'Very simply, it *vaolates due
nciausc of a ruling from Marshall
process to collect taxes unlawfully
Circa: Judge David Buckingham. and then not`--be. - required to pay
them back.-,Buckingham wrote in
His judgment. if not overturned
h.s judgment. :
on appeal. could cost Kentucky
He rejected the pensioners argutr.illions of dollars in .refunds for
ment that there is a four-year sta:axes paid under 'a law declared
.nconstnutional after a 1989 U.S .tcte of limitations from- the time
the, taxes were paid during which
Supreme Court decision.
they could rile claims- with the state
Tha: eoi,rt struck down a Michifor refunds. Buckingham agreed
gan a% that exempted state penwith the state' that a two-year stas:0ns from the state's income tax
tute of limitation applied.
while continuing to tax pensions
Reed Rhorer, principal assistant
:aid to federal retirees.
to the Revenue Cabinet secretary.
Ken:Li:As had a similar law but said he had not received a copy of
after the Supreme Court decision. Buckingham's ruling and could not
say whether an appeal would he
the:990 General Assembly
eaempled federa: pens:ons from the
•:3%.* income tax as svelh
Buckingham isseee nis decision
re-:day in a class-action suit fried
Valentine...
-ey federal pensioners to force Ken(Cont'd from page I)
to
reli.nds for :axes
eeeer the o:d a.
Inc search con— -cc in charge
replacing her has reeeiv ed.
un„,nstee.c .
--approximately 50 applications- from
a.: over the U.S:, according to
cornr:.- :::ce member and copresident of the board Jim
t..a•penter
The -names of the applicants will
be screened and cut to around 10
'N.
. the end of .February, Carpenter
sae:. Five candidates will be asked
to .M,.rray for personal interviews
:n March and. hopefully, a new
director will be on board by the
end of April. in time for. the star: of
the .summer season, he said.
Valentine. who graduated with a
ago. ac,.)rdirir :0 his
theater degree from "Western Kenpa.,:n officials.
:acicy - University in 1981. said she
Tic announcement
be rr.aSe
does not want to be considered for
we.ere flopkies
Graces
_ County.
.
int, poste
•
was ra:sed. followed Pv appear• Valentine taught in 1988 and
aeces .7.. caLn of
cori1989 in :he Department of Speech
d:stri,ts. accord.e.g to
and Theater a: Murray State

HOpkins to announce
'candidacy in Graves

the phone, folding clvIthes, or doing
Burnette...
whatever needs to be done around
the house. You have to say, 'This (Cont'd from page I)
would give us weir ans%ers on
is the time we set aside for
these matters while we were in sesschool.—
sion," Stumbo said.
Over. the years. several parents
The 'primary issue before the
have asked Joyce if she would
legislature has been the question of
teach their children in her home.
when Burnene's ordinary round 01
But she always refused because if
appealv has been exhausted and his
she did that, she be would running
cons iction final. Stumbo said. A
a private school, Nhial Is not her
denial 01 a rehearing by the
goal.
Supreme Court would be that !Ina!
"The reason I teach at home is to
step. develop and enrich my own childlhe legislature's stall WV been_
ren's lives," she said.
Although -Joyce believes that e..1-eearching impcatchments, but
there is ''"'c guidance in the conhome schooling.has been a pos:i.‘c
stli
htor)
,
tutiii.iror statutes or precedent in
aspect of her children's elemeetary
school lives. she feels that they
The 'most' famous impi:achment
should attend a public high schriee
Kente;ky history involved the.
in
She said that he is no: tramcd
1888 case against stale treasurer
teach SUbjeCIA such as ,eareesoy
-lionest.• Dick Tate, Nho had
is important that her children
absconded to Mexico with most of
exposed to advanced Cas.' eel
the state treasury. teachers with know leJge
A
lied fields, she said.
Tale was "tried in absentia and.
Like the McKenne..1.1.,,,!y. k
his removal was under terms of a
and Sherri Wilson , of Murray are -constitution
that predated the
dedicated to providing an enriching
state's current 1891 constitution.
home school environment for their
The only impeachment under the
children. Zebadiah, 12. and Mi.'.:%
current constitution involved
'7. The Wilsons 'began hone
MeCrears County Judge J.E. WI, schooling their- children last Ma\
hams. ss ho was accused in 20 arti"We're dome, this becaasa
cles of :rrpeschment returned by
ant them to achieve more. not
the House in 1916. Most ,of the
less," Sherri said. Both ot hc•
inYolved allegations 'WIcharges
children 1:.ave exeetied Tncc ::-.
:elms issued arrest vvarrants for
have bee:: taught at home. she
political enemies without grounds
trl_eh :note
because tn...!
or dismiss cases lainst friends.
Individual a:tent:on.
1he Senate tried the charges hut
Perhaps- the primarY reasori. ee
dismissed some of them and
acciarlted him of all others. though
on close votes.'
disabled and, ;err:et:a:1y
"1, want to spend
Aceording to the constitution,
with my. children as I ,an tieiot„ !
articles of impeachment may he
die," she said.
returned by a simple majority vote
Sherri's • ,e,ess eo,, no; :•
in the House, similar to a grand
with the ch.ldren's educe:;o:
jury indictment. It takes the soles
ever. Whenever she ,s una".c
of two-thirds of the 38 men2'.ers of
;He :s
teach. Rick takes over.
tire Senate to convict.
7ently not: Aorking ruts:L:e
G•ounds or impeachment are tor
home in order to iee :or Ins
'any mis meanors in office.'•
Dawn and David Stockwell C
Stumbo s d the mere introducMurray began home schooling thee
children. Benjamin, S and Shaf.c. tion of evidence of Bumette,'s conviction and the sustaining ruling
5, last Julv."Benjathin, who had
the h:gii Lourt may he a:1
e‘
attended 1:ieeerefeer
denee needed in the Hoitse
second grae
had been e,.; .
in learning. D..
,.s.
"He was leeie. ..g
aione
imp. • .
d,ctates
th really 'eal
'•I don't think the iegis
"lie wasr.'t ,oreprehere.
hodv has any ch,
material at sce00:. Mv te.eee •
is fou'
I wo::ILI N::
Ae7'.
of tense.. he
minutes and evp!air. .1. ‘‘,..
commissioner
agriCalt..•
of
him the same' A(17i, to do
In. the Senate. ther.
V,,i)L!d get it lie nee.:ed mohe
ce„estittns
about procc
vidual attent,on than he
Democratic Caueus Chairmir
ublic school."
Day'id Karem of Lots( lie said tl`te
The McKenzies, the WL1sons and
Senate can et the rules for conthe 'Stockwells rrii-VThave different
:1uctiriit
a triaLlie_predieted there.
for__home schooling" their
wot.ii-,1 no; he the same approach to
children. but they all agree that it
es.Jcne. motions, testimony and
has been a very positlye experime standard of judgment to he used
ence. All of them have indicated
treat in -:n _come up in a criimthat they keep thorough daily
hal trial.
records of all school activities not
"An impeachment and a trial of
only for their on records. but in
impeaehment are really different
case aelaw is enacted which would
th.ngs than a criminal trial...
pi: pJblc schciol'offictals authoriKaren,. sa:d.
ty to evalJate their currieula.
Interestingly. none of the parents . if .impeached and
convicted.
stOd that their children have been
fi`ern-ette would lose his office.
socially stifled because
But he would also he liable for
interact wit .children
. ,
the costs of the procce '..-.•
school setting on a daliy basis. Al. some lawmakers e.
of the children attend church a.•
:ncleding the full cost of ahout
.:.es, take field trips with
,
„11
earents. and Socialiae regulalywita

Parent's right...

Murray High
participating
in academic
semifinals

(Cont'd from page 1)
"Met s %Oat bottlers people in
the state department and public
education. The teachers don't heave
to have any qualifications," Nix
said. "How do they know what to
teach?"
Most of the teachers in Calloway
Students' from Murray, high
County's nine home schools do
have high school diplomas. howev-. School will compete today in the,
and hopefully 'finals
er. and some even have college semifinals
of the second We.atern Kentucky
degrees. he said.
.A 1979 Kentucky Supreme Caourt Academic. Bowl at Murray St-ate
University. .
decision affirmed the right of
Other schools involved in the
parents to teacf. their children at
tournament are Paducah Tilghman.
home without state interference.
"We se tried to get legislation Graves County and Carlisle Counts
Siyteen high schools competed
passed -within the last several years
so that sse could go into home in December for district titles and a
schools and look a: the curriculum, chance to go the finals. Carlisle
make it mandatory that they be County won the competition last
y:ar
tested," Nix said, "but the legislaMurrav
face Paducah 1 dghture's hand are tied because .of the
mar. in the seindlnials,
- Supleme Court ruling"
eains 'nave live seconds to
During the last five yearsethere
has been as few as 16 youngsters, ,IrsV,Cr loss -!:p i.iiiestions. Whiand as many as ,35, - enrolled ein chever team ans\Aers correctly gets
10 seomds to aiisi,ker a bonus
home schools in the county school
n.
district. I,
Qi.esiloits
Lome from live
This is the first year that there
math. language arts.
ha§ been st*nts home scho;iled in ,iategoris
;humanities and' social
the Murray Independent School
District, according to Willie Jack,
Preparing tur the rieet, however,
son, assistant superintendent for
easy as lust study
student services in theaellistricf
,i,•cor.tin,t.
to Nlurrav Academi,
Three families notified the district
Lloy J Ilas:y.
at the beginning of this school year
e's the things• that the
that they would be operating home
p. is ia'sti,Ifned in the past that is
schaJols.
most .inportant in this compel:
"Every parent has individual rea- tn. he \Alt!
\•%„i do is th1 1'
sons for leachieg childrce
rerest. at tier:' ':s
home." Jackson \JI,../
Ii,e tcmt has hecm undergoing
with these people and eiey
.fy eig
;e.ictice to prequalified to cio so. l'ii
e.ea Io•
lealentin. ss h1Ch
they' have :in\
this
to ',1,17k
!
Home schol.ng is a
decision parc'iiis make. tie s.,
i
"as long as its legal, wh.cl..:
!`
he no prol,iem
--

One o! the ,nsadva nt
children whit attend home,
is that Kentucky-, prollibite
schools from awarding dit'lcr-iic
Most home sct.00:cd
T.'::
:tic. ACT
ihr\D,
a(\

.'•
;:.1 :
/14

\L'.;

N!iteilegger. Shawn le,. ea .m,t Christopher !
competition is s1/4..t or
rav Stale rniversit.v
I,r;,

'••

s.:

from

.„:.

Three passengers
injured in two-car
wreck in Hardin

he au.
seme
tor of ,"
of ;
home
receive
One vkic
In-year
hecaus
learn to
the wonta'
anything.
Salyers said that a di\ 0!:
driver . vc hi) had custody
children chose to home
children because he cOul.,:
his children to a puthc
spent too much time. on the
When Salyers asked him
taught his children, he said tn.::
children rode with hifn in tn.,: c• a- k,
of his truck •and they real road
signs.
"1 m aga.inst hon-ie
.
which the-re is no education taic:1;
place," Salyer, said. "It v,urrics me
when a child picks up a hook an,:
can't read two sentences, or count
out change at a grocery store." He
does. howeser, strongly advocate
home schools in which the parents
perform respons..hly.

67,rdan
,,t kt X. Miii-rav.. p,I.ice said. !
accident occurred around I it() p
Three passengers in the Lewis
vehicle, 'fanny Lewis. 31. "[era
Lewis.
and Virginia Lewis. X.
were all treated and.released at the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
following the accident.- police said.
Bradley and Gordan Lewis were
not reported injured, police sad.

Restaurant broken
into, money taken
t7e

1),:partii
r,„r.tiarv
Arhy's
on
North sorretiiii,.. Saiiirii.i.
night, a,.,ordini.: to reports
Reported
vc .15 .1 n L.!
MinCd

Lunch or Dinner
Buffet

i--vores Jan. lOttu

The problem

NAIL FUNGUS
'Must present cc.upon
When ordering
'Not good with any other spec,a

The solution

FUNGI-NAIL

•

Try this safe, simple, effective remedy
for the pain and embarrassment of nail
fungus Fights, thick, split, discolored
nails Two powerful anti-fungal agents
fight infection on toenails and fingeinails Provuks:relief from the pain and
eliminates the fungus Easy to apply as
nail polish No prescnption needed

•.,.....

Buy any Large Pizza at Regular Pnce
Get Second Large for
•Up to 10 Items
•Original Crust

Onlys299
•Must
present coupon
when ordering

THE GREAT PERM SALE
CONT'NIJES

Do you use Artificial Nails?
"

I }r•
1''Salo pnr..es adectiva throw.
Saturday.'January nth

041KirrITC.

'Not good with any other special

Then you should use Fungi-Nail to
prevent the nail fungus :point-late-1i
with artificial nails

16PJCPenne
Styling

No Appointment Necessary

Chestnut St.

753-6656

Or Call 759-9811
Salon Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9-8
Sat. 9-6, Sun, 1-5
cI MO JCPennery Company Inc

•

•

Avenel:go et your pharmecy of here
them confect Kremer Laboratories,
8778S W 8 St Wham, FL 3171

suspest0:*

11!

;n1

broke in

the resia..rant..
Odir•1 ,

MPD investigating
holiday burglary
A keyboard .0.1 as repo r led stolen
user the holidays own the home 01
Lisa Webb. of 141 8,-\ Stadium
Vie% Drive. aecording -to a report
r oni the Murray Police
Department.
The Vamaha Poriatone keyboard
N as the only item reported missing
after Webb returned home after the
holidays, police said. Entry %as
made by kicking open the front
door.

Roy's Discount Pharmacy
OPEN EVERY DAY
To Better Serve You
M-F 9 a.m.-8 p.m. Sat.-9 a.m.:7 p.m. Sun. 1-5 p.m.
753.23g0
Hwy. 611 N.
Olympic Plaza

4P

•
,
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Former aid declares himself dictator

rray, high
iday in the.
fully
n
array. St-ate
,•ed in the
Tilghn
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title.
Is. (
chum' last
•T
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rreetly
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rom five
:guage art..
.t, however,
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Acadern
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past that 1.
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ur.dergoing
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haw n 1e hr man.
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PORT-AU-PRINCE, Haiti (AP)
— A former close aide to ousted
dictator Jean-Claude Duvalier declared himself president early today
after seizing the National Palace,
but the military said it was moving
to end the challenge.
The attempted coup by an undetermined number of soldiers was
led by Roger Lafontant, the reputed
head of the dreaded Tonton
Macoute militia that enforc,ed• the
Duvalier regime.
In Washington, a State Department spokesman said President Ertha Pascal-Trouillot was being held
hostage by Lafontant.
Haitians enraged by the threat to
what would be their country's first
peaceful transi,aion to democracy
took to the streets in protest.
••• it-wnot known whether there
was any bloodshed; Lafontant's
declaration came after heavy-gunfire at the palace. The whereabouts
of President-elect Jean-Bertrand
Aristide were not known, but he
was reported safe.
Aristide, a leftist Roman Catholic priest elected by a landslide last
month in the country's first free
nationwide vole, is scheduled to

take office Feb. 7, the fifth
anniversary of Duvalier's fall in a
popular uprising.
In !Aran, Haitian activist Mona
Michelle said she had spoken with
Aristide this morning. She said he
was uninjured. and 'that he planned
to make a radio statement later
today.
Lafontant, - a former interior and
defense minister, went on the radio
early today and declared himself
provisional pfresident a minute after
Mrs. Pascal-Trouillot, the Caretaker
presidat, announced her resignation over the. air. •
In Washington, State Departmen!
spokesman David Denny said:
"We emphatically condemn this
assault on President Trouillot and
this attempt to overthrow the constitutional government of Haiti. We
will provide no support to nor conduct normal relations with any government of Haiti that comes to
power by unconstitutidnal means."
Lafontant declared that the army
was with him. But the Army High
Command later condemned the
takeover and said it was taking
unspecified steps to restore the
caretaker civilian government.

Republicans expecting strong challenges
FRANKFORT, -Ky. (AP) —
Republican leaders in the House
and Senate are expecting strong
challenges when the top posts in
both chambers,„ are filled for the
next two years.
>
After convening' and being sworn
in at noon Tuesday. lawmakers will
divide into four caucuses in which
leaders will be elected.
Rep. William R. Strong, the
Ifouse Republican leader from
Hazard, faces a challenge from
Rep.. Tom Jensen of London. And
in the Senate, Miatority Leader
John Rogers of Somerset- expects
his bid kr re-election to be challenged by GOP Caucus Chairman
David Williams of Burkesville.
All current Democratic leaders,
who-control the flow Of legislation,
face no opposition.
Sen. Greg Higdon of Fancy Farm
is unopposed for Senate Democratic whip. The top House Democrat

Speaker Don Blandford of
Phil P
The GOP Lis increased ranks in
:he blouse from 2X to 32 members,
the most since ;1969.
Strong ',vas ciected House minority leader two years ago, after only
t'.vo scars as a legislator. He quarreled' bitterly vkith Blandford over
the 1990 education-reform and tax
h:11.
is

Blair 1Vagoner, Army Richerson, Alissa Volp, Samantha
.
na Charette, Brett Story and Chris Faughn distinguished themsel% es
bs earning more than $75 each to contribute to the children . at
Jurle's Hospital-. These students are 2nd graders at Robertson Center.

Pictured abose are 1st and 2nd grade students ssho earned money for
St. Jude's,
Children's hospital in Memphis. Each child who participated in the Mathathon received a certificate of appreciation during a
special assail ceremony held at the Robertson Center.

Students participate in math-a-thon
Each academic year the students
at Robertson School participate in
the St. Jude Children's Research
Hospital's MATH-A-THON. The
students obtain sponsors who
pledge a certain amount of money
for each math problem completed.
Parents participate by checking
tficir child's work and signing his •
tally sheet. This year the 1st and
2nd graders.who-pitticipated in the
program earned a new record setting amount..S406,V1!
St. Jude ChildrCn'S Research
Hospital is the largest childhood
cancer research center in the world.

It is non-seciarian and available h ,
stricken
'• •
!Clan rc:
are under stud}.
allow; our students to give less fortunate children a chance for a
healthy future. "We- are thankful to
each citi/en, parent and student
who helped make -MATII-A-THON
such a wondertuf learning experience- the coordinators said.
-"Fonda 1 humus and Debbie Miller were the MATII-A-THON coordinators for the St Jude Childrens
Research Hospital event this year.

Pictured are 1st graders from Rohertson sspo dist) (I IS:
•
themselves by earning more than $75 during the school's rewo
Mathathon. Ashley Williams, Megan Haserstock, Das id Pu.f.;e.
zabeth Miller, Susan Hart, Sara Cunningham. Mallory ..Lc!AuipTiz.front row Darren Keel, Zachary Kingins, fancy Mc( lain arai Bryan
Hopkins are shim n outside their - school. - Not pieture(1 ls (lassinatt
Andress Parker.
—

HOG MARKET
Federal-Slate Starlet Sews Service Januar? 1 1991
Kentucky Purchaie Ars Hos Market Report Includes 4
RuyintStettent Recespic Act 515, VAL 41111 Barrows& Gilts
2.09 Willer, Sows 1.111-2.01 highw.
(.5 Ii 239.29 be
$al Walk%
S 1-2 211.139 be
145.1111-47.31
LS 2-3 2311.244 be
$447.311-411.4111
US 3-4 20.210 be
S46-39-47.59
Sews
LS (2 2711.355 be
Sli•06.3I.61
IS 1-3 30111-44111 be
SUSS-39.N
1 S 13 450.525 be
IS 1-3 525 and up
144.11542.1111
LS 2-3 34141.5411 bd
Roan 134.1111-34-91

Over 1 million smokers have spotted Doral's rich
tobacco taste and low price. Now that we're America's
favorite value brand Doral is a deal no one can overlook.

Stock Market
Report
Prices as of 10:00 AM
'7".•?
Industrial Average
•19.56
Previous Close.................. 2566.09 )
Air Products
( A.T.C-Class A ............31513
21/31"/:A
/2 ?
AT&T..........30 unc.
Bank of Murray .135B )
Bell South
527/1 • 1/4 )
Briggs & Stratton-- 253/. +
Chrysler
121/3 • 3/.
CSX Corp....................-31'4 • 1/.
Dean Foods.............
38s/4 - 1/4
Dollar Gen. Store .......77/113 PIA
EX X Oil
51'I4 • 1/4)
Ford
..257/s • ,/, )
General Motors
323/4 • 1/4
'Goodrich.
371/4% 3/8 1
Goodyear.17s/s - 'Is
IBM
1111/3 - s/s
Ingersoll Rand .......---.36741 • 3/4
K Mart
27'!. - 1/.
Ky. Ullitles.............
207/. unc.
Kroger
131/. • 1/. •
Lou. G & E.393/4 • 1/s
I McDonalds..-.......
273/4 •
JCPenney
437/. + 1/4)
it Quaker Oats
491/s - 1/1
'
Sears............25'/i - 1/s
Snap-On Tools....30/
1
2 - 5/1
Texaco.
57% • 3/.
Time•Warner -.....
873/1 + Vs
c
UST
-3334 - 1/4
5 Wal-Mart......................-293/1 •
Woolworth...273/1 - i/s >
( C.E.F. Yield
7.29
Additional Information Available
co-- ,
Upon Request
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SURGEON GENERAL'S VVARNING: Smoking
Causes Lung Cancer, Heart Disease,
Emphysema, And May Complicate Pregnancy.
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Race, contraception and poverty

Letters to the Editor
Reader wants local co-ntrol ofwaste
to avoid the 'Happy Dumping Grounds'
Dear Editor,
As comments in your paper have ' :atory
recently detailed, we in Kentucky
prepare for a special legislative
session that will determine bow we
deal with our garbage. We have a
chance to stop the siting of mega- dec - s:0-s
thl's state.. if we - act rec‘chno
landfllls
t.ne proposed
DO.:c
....itislation of Governor Wilkinson,
not slop the flow of out-of..ate garbage.- Only If 'ma!, cOntrol
...given CO the Counttes, amt.. caws
Kentuck
• the siting of,
. • a,re lan.n s • .
control offers no protection
..:ttainst OU.U.•
A aste. Local
ke
out-of-state f'nms
•
t),111; in the

Mirrray Ledger & Times

reg..•

0.7

p:ann
"70,—

r.g.ht
Hrint t.he is re, ar':S

'.1..1•1.2

g

Ciovernr
waste proposa, .a..k A :he one
that makes
"Ed...;cat:on k

A Dec. 12 editorial in the Ph:
ladelphia Inquirer suggested that a
good way to fight poverty would
he to pay black welfare recipients
to try a new contraceptive device
The goal presumahls_would be, as
Ebenezer Scrooge might have put
to reduce the surplus welfare
:+opulation
'The editorial

ignited a just:fla'11,
.-,.-storrr, of crux-ism: pa-:
black employees of the he •
paper, and the Inquirer published a
s.lbsequent editorial apologiiing
for the firs:.
It is unfortunate that a full and
`7C71 discussion of the implications
immoral proposition was
.ded ky the issue , of raeisrn
tne..Inqinrer's editor, at:e ed.tor. N.:J. "If we'd left
it would haxe
"
"b.

'c

:.„

unr

jjs: S'14.
•

,

.A!'!T

•

all.t1,1r

'oit'or or

s
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CAL'S
THOUGHTS

rill

By Cal
Thomas

these
.•-\N„- apt circumstances. how long • . it be before
the uscof contra,ei.,,,%es is forced
on welfare recipients of whatever
color.'
• The emotional r."e"-spdhses of some
of the Inquirer staff members were
instructive and could serve as pow.
erful rejoinders to advocates of
abortion on demand.
Vanessa Williams, an Inquirer
reporter and president of the local
Association of Black Journalists,
wrote a letter calling the editorial
"a tacit endorsement of slow genocide" and "a short step between
extortion and coercion."
Garry- (ccolloward.- an assistant
sports e_ditor for the paper,
recounted how he grew up in the
South Bronx as one of six children
born to a -welfare mother. He won a-full scholarship to an elite prep
school. "According to that idea
paying welfare mothers to take
.4..tmtr4ceptives, person, like me
woiidn't
here. wouldn't have

the- chance to be an exception.
tar to the thinking of those.
Without exceptions; there is no created the Ihird Reich, it sho..'!
hope." 4
In an address to the Prussian Co..:J
That takes care of about 90 percil on Health on July 2. 1932, a Dr.
cent of -the arguments favoring
Schopohl warned that "the biologi
abortion on demand, most of which
cal heritage of the German • pew,'
are rooted in economics or matters
is menaced" because families
of. "convenience."
"an unsound heritage are IncreasWe are not yet to -the stage of, ingly unchecked."
,
forcing contraceptives on welfare
It was this attitude that led to th
mothers or sterilizing them if the
destruction not only of the t-ici:•
state determines they are producing
handicapped. but ultimatel
lives that are a "burden" to society.
unwanted unborn of Eastern flirBut how long will it be before we ope and the Jews: A report ssu
get there? We are now getting used
in 1943 noted that the Reich- de,7•.• •
to- determining that people like
pertaining to "interruptions if
Nancy. Cruzan ought not to • live
gnancy" was considered -a sale!\
beeauS0.--theY burden People. Once- Measure for the
feeding tubes becomes as
because "The ft'i,dh
"normal" as-abortion and the press safety Ine.,Nift: 'for the C7:r,:n
__loses interest, then the next horror
people'. because -.hie- !ugh
will he ushered in and, eventually. rate of female Eastern w ork.,.r,
perhaps when a David Duke comes female Poles represented
to national power. the foundation cal weapon
for protecting all human life will
people."
have been destrosed and a new ethAccord;:..:
ic will be installed in its place..
to the Re..
We are assured that Nancy ('ruStrengthcnn:]g 01 6.
zan [get-erred death to a comatose designation "undes.i..
existence just as some are assuring
non increase" pros.:
us that it would he better to he for forcing aboinion's
aborted or never conceived) than
Auschwit/.
to grow up in a welfare family.
When an individdal's
This view assigns a cultural value determined by Ls or H:7 ...,•
to life that is its own form of diswi have departed !rom
crimination because it says only
soman ideal of 'endowed' •
middle-class life, or higher. is to be -a form of e.igernes tha:
Parenthood lo.inder
protected.
i!er dreamed
If this s.

Bush's rush to war begs some answers
Local poet submits verses
about trip to see the doctor

'

LOOKING BACK
By JO BURKEEN
• i.fg
:
ar,c. Ca..oway CoL.:".•.y
.1•• County Scho, ,
early beca
one ,

K.:

A Saudi official was asked why•

young then Of his country -haven't
been rushing to enlist and defend their
land.
He talked about the practice of
usire incredible oil wealth to hire
fore:gners to do the jobs that wealth
Arans find distasteful:
So. he said with a laugh, they
let their "white slaves" do their"fighting for them.
That jamng remark was from a
reynt Wall Street Journal story by
rep rters covering • the Arab states. I
dont doubt its accuracy, since events
back it up. Maybe the term "white
slaves" stretches it a bit. Hired guns
might he more accurate. Whatever the
lane]. our armed forces will be doing
'most of the fighting, killing and

If that angers you, you_arent alone.
My guess is that you're part of the vast
• majority of-Americans who are asking, in one way or another, "What's
going on?"
For the. past few months, lye
71s1:.:rray conducted by own public opinion
_ Te7n-lessee. survey. It consists of reading my mail
• Jr()
ant answering my phone. Maybe that
.77;ty
isn't a scientific approach to gauging
'•larketing public opinion, but ill put it against
the alleged professional pollsters who
Wa':zers
phone 800 people then say the've felt
Zh: and. Jackie
the nation's pulse. .
• In 27 years of writing a column.
Ise never received as many letters
and phone calls on one subject-They
number in the thousands. And never
have the views been as one-sided.
Im not exaggerating viten' I say

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY
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Residents are
encouraged to
write Letters
to the Editor

so

Thin,. 'ears ago
Marra Mayor fk 7-ne, E
-Rotary C
5 nr.
der.as in NIL 7.;
He
James Gamson.
Dr Clegg F. Austin. son of NIFarmer Austin and_the
A B Austin. has joined- the,med
staff of Houston-McDevitt C: InC '
In high school basketball games
-Murray High beat Sedalia and Benton heat College High. High team
scorers were Robert Lee for M ray High, Ned Boaz for Seda....
Billy Cunningham for Benton. and
Jerry Grogan for College High.
Murray State College Thoroughbreds beat Middle Tennessee in a
basketball game. High team scorers

Letters to the Editor are welcomed and encouraged from
residents of the community. All
'cuffs Must be signed by the
writer and the writer's telephone number must be Included
for verification. The telephone
number will not be published.
Leuers to the Editor should
be typed and double-spaced
when at all possible. Letters
should be on topics of interest
to the general public.
Letters must not exceed 500
.vords in length. Longer letters
cannot be published.
The editor reserves the right
to c.ondense or reject any letter.
as well as limit the publicauon
of frequent writers' letters.
Residents should address all
correspondence to: Letter to the
Editor. the Murray Ledger &
Times, P.O. Box 1040. Murray,
Kentucky 42071.

up to defend some semi-literate Arab,.
Who now calls himsella shcik Or'his
wealth, nor, least of all, his oil well."
From a man in Clarendon Hills, Ill.:
"The first Casualty of war is truth. But
this casualty happened before there
By Mike
was any war. -Ourmotives become
more
obscure each day. Bush says it's
Royko
a matter of principle, but what happened to our principles when thouthat at least 90 percent of those who sands were killed in Tibet and China?
wrote or called said they are against
Bush talks about atrocities by Saddam
going to war with Iraq.
Hussein. If we want some well-docuThe letters have come from all over
moved atrocities, just check into the
the country, from young and old; the
record of the secret police directed by
well-off and those just, scraping by. Kissinger's buddy. the former Shah of
I've. heard from veterans of World
Iran." •
ar II, Korea and Vietnam; widows
A housewife in northern Wisconand children of men who didn't make sin: "By what right does George Bush
it back froth earlier battlegrounds; take this country into an undeclared
parents of those in the Arabian desert: war? I'm writing my representatives
conservatives, liberals, and in-bein Congress and demanding that they
tweeners; academics and guys with
impeach him for exceeding his constiwork callouses.
tutional authority."
Except for a few knee-jerk patriots.
And from a soldier, age 22, who is
("Our commander in chief-- knows in the Saudi desert: "At this moment,
best...we must support the boys over
my unit is stationed about 120 miles
there"), there's about as much enthu- from the border of Kuwait.
siasm for Bush's threatened war as
"Before I get into this message, I
need
to establish a couple of things for
there is for another Great Depression.
That may even be an understatement. - the benefit of the 'thought police.'
"I'm not a Commie or any other sort
What I'm Hearing is outrage. '
A retired military pilot, now living of radical, anti-establishment revolutionary. I love my country and believe
in San Antonio:"Most of my adult life
has been squandered in the pursuit of in the ideals of the Constitution. I'm
not a conscientious objector. Being in
some highly questionable war...and I
have shed ,enough blood for one a combat unit, I will go to war when it
lifetime. I shall NEVER give my son comes time and do my job to the be5t
of my ability.
"One of the reasons I'm writing i5 to
thank those members of Congress
who are -saying: 'Hold on, Mr. PresForat..• Seseucale nc
,619C
ident.' And to thank you for raising
questions about this situation in your
column, which has been sent to me.
- -"From the newspapers we receive,
compiled by the military, the views

ROYKO
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*A I 311 WZU 71,141:11(.."
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"But any Visit we've had from c
press has been preceded by an order
from our superiors. They tell us: 'If
asked a question by the. civilian
visitors, refer them to the public
affairs officer who accompanies any
press group.' (Is that the N•linistry of
DisinfOrrnation?)
"I can think of only- two reasons
why they dont' want us to speak for
ourselves. 1: TO prevent disclosure of.
classified information. Is that something us peons are privy to? Hall' 2:
Fear that somebody' might express a
damaging public opinion that basically Mr. Bush is out of line and out of
control.
"The truth is, our Morale is not as
high- as they would have you think.
We dOnlknow why were here. Were
left in limbo by the absence of rotation
and the freezing-of all discharges and
retirements. And the general consensus in this unit is that the professional
anny is going to lose many soldiers
due to disenchantment after this is all
over.

"Make no mistake, this is not from
one disgruntled soldier. This is
gathered from the daily grumbiings of
many soldiers...
Soldiers always find something to
grumble about. But the grumbling
should be taken seriously when
amounts to the question: -Why, are
here?"
If those who are over there don:
know why they're over there, and
those who are back here don't know
why we're over there, it appears that
Bush hasn't done much of a sales job.
But there are still two weeks before
his put-up-your-dukes deadline.
Maybe he'll think of something. lied
better.

Today In History

Lik, Ky. Ai')
winning
.nThers selected by the .KenLottery Kentucky C.
Lotto. ti-9-10-13•-14 •
• . ,::mated 'jackpot: S2 mil.
Sanday's winning nurr.•
by the Kentucky L.
crc are Saturda!, s

0

f

Shell

MUrray

and Indralc: the,troops are given the
rosy' treatment.
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Today is Monday, Jan. 7, the st_.serith day of 1991. There are 358 days
left in .the year.
TodiFy's I.Jighlight in History:
On Jan. 7, 1789, the first U.S. presidential election was held. Americans voted for electors who, a month later, chose George Washington to
be the nation's first president.
On this date:
In 1536, Catherine of Aragon, the first wife of England's King Henry
VIII. died.
In 1610, the astronomer Galileo sighted four of Jupiter's moons.
In 1782, the first commercial bank in the United States, the Bark of
North America. opened in Philadelphia.
In 1800, the 13th president of the United States, Millard Fillmore, was
born in Summerhill, N.Y.
Ten years .ago: President-elect Reagan tapped Utah education official
Terrel H. Bell to be secretary of education. China's first official airline
flight to the United States since the Communist- takeover in 1949 arrived
.at San Francisco International Airport.
•Five years ago: President Reagan ordered all Americans and U.S. companies to stop doing business with Libya, and'pledged "further steps"
would be taken if -Moammar Gadhafi did not end his "longstanding
involvement in terrorism."
• One year ago: The president of El Salvador, Alfredo Cristiani, said in a
nationally- broadca4address that military. men had committed the massacre of Six Jesuit priests, their housekeeper and her daughter the previous
November.
Today's Birthdays: Actor Vincent Gardenia is 69. Author William Peter
tlatty is 63. NBC newsman Douglas Kiker is 61. Singer-songwriter Leona Williams is 48. Singer Kenny Loggins is 43. •
. Thought for Today: "Funny how people despise platitudes, when they
-are usually the truest thing, going. A thing has to be pretty true before it
Katharine Fullerton Gerould. American author
gets to be a platitude.(1879-1944).
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Spelling bee winners
MieS

Dealt)
4.4*11
1.

Parents Battle Over Son's
Conflicting Commitments
By Abigail Van Buren
Justin Paschall (left), a .Calloway County. Middle School sixth grader,
is the district winner of the annual Calloway County Education Association spelling bee, which was held Dec. 12 at the Calloway County'
Board of Education building. The Calloway County Education Association awarded cash prizes to the winner and second and third places.
.M -right, Tommy Brown, representing .the' Murray Theatres, also
,m laded cash prizes and passes to the nun les.

Southwest Elementary Winners: Pictured from left are John Eric
Yezerski, grade 5; and Sane .Jones. grade 4.
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1984, said Mike Wilcoxson. assisLOLISVILLE, Ky. (AP)
An
director of the state sexually
'tant
outbreak ofy phillis in the Lexingtransmitted disease program.
ton tea contributed greatly to a 59
percent increase in the statewide
The trend had been downward
incidence of ,that infectious disease
since 1982-83, when a record 463
in 1990, ofticials% said.
ses were reported.
Included in the •1990 figures
." 1 he state reported 171 new cases
were- patients with genital sores- or
of the disease last year, compared
with 107 cases in 1989. Fayette. rashes, and people without symp' In addition. airmen who corn-County's
incidence of gyphillis toms who have been infected less
i:lete basic training earn credits
than one year.
increased
from
16 to 61 during the
:ow an an associate degree through.
Of the three inlams horn in 1990
the Community. College of the Air • same period. .
U) mothers with untreated syphilis,
Kentucky had bucked a national
Force.
two were unaffected and one was
•upward trend in syphillis cases
lie is the son of David F. and
stillborn. The disease could have
until this year. Syphilis cases haye
Sharon G. Gossurn of Rural-Route
contributed to ahe stil,ntrth. Wilbeen rising nationwide since 1986
1, Benton.
coxson said:
and have reached the highest level
GoSsunis'grandparents are JohnRoberta Doyle. coordinator of
in 4(1 years.
ny 1....0-nd Warida L. Keeling of
the Fayette County' sexually transftoute 8, Benton.
Lam year's statewide total was
mitted disease program, said that
"Hie airman is a 1990 graduate of.. the highest for a 12-month period• much of increase in Lexington and
Marshall County High School.
since 280 cases were reported
nationally' can be traced to the
between July 1, 1983, and June 30. exchange of needles by dreg users.
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Syphillis outbreak in Lexington area
contributes to statewide increase
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Link between education,
business is underscored
by publication of directory
The critical link between education
and business is underscored by publication of a new directory of more than
200 bright young Kentuckians scheduled-to graduate from college in
1991.
The.directory, which profiles 1986
alumni of the Governor's Scholars
Program,'is designed as a reference
for Kentucky employers who will be
filling jobs during the coming year. It
represents an effort to keep these
talented young people in the state by
providing an employment connection
for them.
Among the Governor's Scholars
alumni profiled in the directory are
Vena Romelle Crum, Almo, a Slavic
Studies/Political Science major at

two reasons
to speak for
disclosure of,.
Is that some-,
, to? Hall 2:
1.ht express a
in that haminc and out of

et

operations resource management
superYisor at Wright-Patterson Air
Force Base. Ohio, has graduated
. from an Air Force major command
null -commissioned officer
academy.
The sergeant received advanced
military leadership and management training.
She is the daughter of L.M. and
Maria Grisham of Rural Route 1,
Maylield.
Her husband, .Paul is the son of
George. F. and Louise Jacques of
407 Menninger Road, Topeka, Kan.
• The sergeant graduated from
Sedalia High School in 1973, and
received
bachelor's degree in
1988 from Park College, Parkville,
Mo.
Pvt. Jon M. Wuest has con
pleted basic training at Fort Jackson, S.C.
During .the training, students
• receiv,e instruction in .drill and
ceremonies, weapons, map reading,
tactics, military courtesy. military
justice, first aid and Army history
and traditions.
He is the son of Ronald L. and
Lynn A. 'Wuest of 2011'Brookhayen Dr.
The private is 4. 1989 graduate of
Calloway ,County High School.
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the ring tiviii-er in my brother's
Nc eddi ig lv husliand t he roach
SIO ter tedm. and it turn:out that the championship pl:1\OM
and time thig.14,11'
N‘edding
I say fII), husband can miss the
to coacti the team, but our
absolutely nnist he the ring
in the wedding My husband
- asIs -No. our son's conimitment
to hi, team in the championship
s.. ill bodge
game Neither one
1,orsition
help'
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North Elementary Wirmers.t.fictured from left are Ashlo Henderson,
.grade 4; and Stacy Schroader, grade 5.

Calloway County Middle School Winners: Pictured from left -are Jon
Beimett, rade 8; Christina Thorn, grade 7; Justin raschall, grade 9:
and Tommy Brown.

DEAB ABBY Nly hushand arid I
annot seetil t4/ agree I/1.1 Something
ilthough
IIIV iiiiiid
I'm not skirt. it V,IIt
or III". 1111,11:111(1

ALL PRICED
LESS THAN

DIAMOND
FASHION
RINGS $140

N urthw ester') L inversity k hard
lyan Jobs. Murray. a Histor, a:-.it
Speech Communication, major at
Murray State University: and Shannon Carol Wells, Murray. a Politic4
Science major atMiami Liii‘ersity.
Ohio. Each of the .profiles ialudes
key information about the student.
including 'career objectives, gradepoint-average, major areas 'of study
and extracurricular activities.
Produced as a public. service by•
South Central Bell Telephone Company', the directory is being distributed by the Kentucky Chamber of
Commerce to more than . 500 largeand medium -size businesses throughout the state. Additional distribution is
being made to government agencies
and non-profit Organizations.
Governor Wallace Wilkinson
stated in a foreward to the directorsthat "It is essential that . we keep
Kentucky students here at home,
channeling their many. . and varied
talents into our'great state."
The project was originated by Stan
Diekson, South Central Bell's Kentucky vice president, who noted:"One
of the most critical challenges we face
is attracting bright, well trained and
highly motivated young people to
learn our business and provide the
strong leadership we need to be
successful." The Governor's Scholars
directory. ht; said, "presents us a
resource for identifying the caliber of
young. people we need .to assure our
organization's present and future success."

DEAR STUCK: I think your
son should fulfill his commitment to he the ring bearer at
your brother's wedding. There
will be other soccer games, hut
your brother (let's hope will
have only one formal church
_wedding. Since your husband is
the coach of the soccer team, I
(-an understand why he places
so much importance on the game,
but I think he,too,should attend
your brothec's wedding. which
will be remembered long after
t he soccer game has been forgotten.
I'm betting that all my mate
readers will say I'm wrong, and
the women wig say -I'm right.
Readers?
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DEAR NEEDS: You say he's
active in your church? Wonderful — most (•hurches have . a
Marriage Encounter group,
which has worked wonders to
revive marriages like yours. If
your church doesn't have one.
initiate such a group. There are
Protestant,Catholic,Jewish and
non-religions Marriagi. Encounter groups.
Legal tender wirhtkut legal
tenderness (loesn't make much
of a marriage. II;et going, andgood lurk.
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Septic Tank Service
Excavating • Hauling • Pumping
Ashphalt Cutting • Sewer • Water
U.S.T. & Contaminated Soil Removal

Brent Allen
Ditching
759-1515
swer
/979

Auto Insurance
6th & Main

753-0489

GIANT
FOOD
STOREY'S
presents the
Ivie Rib Mobile and
Mississippi BBQ Buggy
uesdasN, Jan. 8 - Saturday Jan. 12

10 DIAMONDS

DIAMOND HORSESHOE

COIN REPLICA

$139

$139

$139

41111'
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IL

CLUSTER

1 DIAMOND
NUGGET

$139

$129

WIDE BAND

MARQUISE CLUSTER

'SPECIAL
Season irtg and
Sauce
created and
used
only by lute
Enterprises
JEWELERS

Ches,nut Mille Shopping Canes,
Arra

CATERING AVAILABLE ON ALL ITEMS
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MURRAY TODAY Golden zvedditig anniversary observed
4rid N1..7 cira)son .McClure
• • oi PatiOrahla
Sfor::s. Murray.. celebrated their 51tv uk,!dtrit2 anni‘er•
sarv on S,10;1,1„, 1
No tor
,
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Murray Ledger & Times
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Bazzell, Enoch named by DAR
130 hours of votunteer time each
-Chad 8a/ult. senior at Murray
High School, and Jeff Enoch, summer.
,Enoch•is the son of tsk. and Mrs.
senior at Calloway County High
Rob Enoch of Rt. 1, Box •123-A,
School, hive been selected as Good
•
Citizens of the senior classes of Murray.
He has served as treasurer of
1991 by the Captain Wendell Oury
Chapter of the Daughters of the
ciplain of Academic
American Revolution.
Team; captain of Math Team; capLula Bell Hodges. Good Citizen
tain of Soccer Team and received
chairman of the DAR Chapter, said 'Academic Award:, placed first
Baud!! and Enoch- will each
place in State Latin Written Profireceive Good Citizen - pin, certificiency Test; received awards in
• ;in f
card. and S25 from

,..i D.,. 74
the hr!,: •-•‘

Latin I, Latin II, Algebra II,
Geometery. Advanced Math, World
Civilization and -U.S. History.
Enoc-h plays and watches a variety of sports with a special interest
in chemistry and computers. lk has
a 4.0 GPA record and has served in
various charitable projects.
The COB Senior said "I plan to
graduate from college with a
degree in chemical engineering and
become --3 chemical engineer."' -

DATEBOOK
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am.; t TC
NieCrare. He I.
of Happy,HoH.d.,-Highway. Yvit;7'.
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sidents will now he
eligible for the state con(
•ith
.hc,winner reeeis mg S
Also
Then ninfitiOn can
to the with t,rst place scho-larship av,ard befng ,S1.000,- secMr. and Mrs.-Fred Ashby -of 1622 Kirkwood. Murray. are the parents
- ond. $750. third. $500, and eight
a daughter. Emily Caroline, weighing eight pounds. measuring 20
dicision wirm,!:- awards of $250. -Inches. horn on Thursday. Dcc. 27, at 8:19 a.m. at Murray -Cai:o•Au''
Baud! is•the son of Richard and 'County Hospital. They have another daUghter. Katie. 5. The mother is
Dana Bazzell of 103 Williams St., former Janet Edmondson. Grandparents are John and Ida Ashby of Oa).
N1urray.
Grove and- Wayne and Ruth Edmo4adson of Clarksville, Tenn. GreatHe is president of Murray High
grandmothers are Mrs. Clemmie Edmondson..Clarksville, Mr. D.I%],:
School 111-Y
four-year memAshby, Hopkinsvillc, and Mrs. Dorothy Gregory, Bowling tire,...n.
ber of Kentucky Youth Assembly;
member for three years and outstanding sophomore member of
"An Update on Inheritance Taxes and Wills- will be presented 1 uesday, Jan. 8, at-2:30 p.m. in the meeting room of Calloway County. Public
Library. Chuck Foster of the Bank of Murray will present the lesson. This
will be the training school for Calloway County Homemaker Clubs taking
this lesson. Jean Cloar, county extension agent for home economics, said
"there is no written material for lesson leaders. I realize that two club
meeton this date. Consider bringing all your club members interested plus
any husbands interested (as this will be open to the public) to the me
.‘lunday, Jan. 7
which will last about one hour." „„'
•
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Foster to give lesson Tuesday
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Tuesday, Jan. 8
Community Center will be
!NITT1 10 an:. to 2 p.m. for
::es hy senior citizens.
Senior Citizens will meet
a rn. :it Dexter Center.

uSet..4

gifts Corn-iuno.
Advice or,
teliabir business ,n you, nes%
neighborhood And more Call

,ia):s Center. wli be open from
7 II} 4 M. for activities by

ifetonafaifok7
. •
1,44

'Singles
Chad Bazzell

Strangeri
.
Searcarny to
i•
those
abou,

grayer Coffee of Murray Christian Women's Club will he Tuesday. ran.
8, at 9:30 a.m. at the home of Yetive Brown, 17-18 Holiday Dr..
This.is open to all interested women, according to Jill:Courtney .
of-the local-.MCWC:
•
-

M•.;-.7.iy-4,odge -No. 105-Free and
Nlasons wi,1 meet at 7:30
e. h.all on Highway 121
dwater Road

Hello

I...• S;ng]es Organizational Socin,eet at -7 p.m.• at Chamber
building. For inforf
. ' Pamela. 753-7638, or

•

Staie;;; Co,,,nty. two-year member
Boiness ,Leaders of
AmL•ri,•:a. memher of French Club.
An. hir:',07 roll S1'..&111 throughout
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Point & Decorating Center

'

our profesdesign services.

..1d,./antage of

:

Southside Shopping

,3Lir home deserve,it!
')nsuitation

enter

753-3321

•
Express of Murray • County Hospital will be
at Weaks Community Center from
'4 am1 to 12 noon.
• A:zr.eirricr's Disease Support
Gro4 ilI meet at 4:30 p.m: in
noam,: room of Murray-Calloway,
t,'ont'd on page 7.1

THEATRES

A
T

Kindergarten
Cop (PG-13)
Home Alone
(PG
3 Men & A
Little Lady PG/

i

Looks Who's Talking
Too 'PG/3)
Peoloff..-fi
rumor

THESE SMILING FACES ARE JUST A SMALL PORTION ONE OF 'THE MOST SUCCESSFULLY'
medically supers i...eight management provams ever designed: Weight Control for Life! The average weight loss
among paruc pants IA 3 to 4 pounds per week. Through the use of nutrition educationsphysical actzvity. medical
supervision and our W./ calorie raitntionally balanced supplements, you will pot only lose weight but learn how'to
keep .it off.
Now youhave the facts, why not get the-figure, too? Call-Wai\ht Control for Life! today et 762-1533 for a free
pefwmal ,consuitation

•

;

Weight Control For Life!®
An a.ffiltnterl service of Murray Calloway County
Suite 174W • Medical Arts Building • 300 S 8thHospital
Street
Murray. KY 42071 • (502) 762- r833

The Godfatherl
Part ill (R)

will meet on Tuesday

The Singles Organizational Society will meet Tuesday. Jan. 8. at 7 P.m.
at Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce buildin-g. The discussion topic will be "Goals and Goal Setting." This is a nonprofit support
and social group for all singles whether always single, separated, dis‘orceil
or „widowed. For more information call Pamela, 753-7638. Jeanie.
•
753-0224, Mary, 1-527-0115, or Margaret, 1-247-2249.
(Cont'd on. page 7),

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake
FOR Tl'ESDAY, JAN 'ARY h. 1991
ARIES
'leave, yogi feeling tied up in k to Rs
(Mar. 21 to Apr 19)
don't have to tell the Velitdi•
I 1( to
A loving tie is more than willing to your problems. but you ail I
meet you halfway Don't let worry a trusted tie
about a career concern cause you to SAGITTARIUS
dampen your parther's enthusiasm (Nt;v 22 to I)ec 211-------Keep the lines of communication
A (1J:rivers:mum with a friend today,
open.
is both illuminating and enthralling A
TAURUS
money COncern can (inn your ennui
(Apr.20 to May 20)
siasm for spending right tuns- Alsa.
Things work better in theory than remain cool on the jiili
practice today. Though your thinking CAPRICORN
, is on target regarding your next (Dec 22 to.411119)
business step, delays right now could
It's a wait and see game as far a..
cause you to become impatient.
career interests are concenied 0•the.
GEMINI
A private talk-, however. !NO.., well
(May 21 toJune 20)
for your future interests Meanwhile
7 You and a partner.are definitely on some patience is needed now.
the same wave length today and AQUARIUS
you'll be making decisions together (Jan. 20 to Feb Iti) •
concerning a• -child's welfare. Some
Today brings a minor irritation in
bills May have to be paid now
connection with home -or a relative.
CANCER
It's a good day for getting together
(June 21 to July 22)
with your friends. Plans •fin travel
You have some great new ideas *may be up in the air
about making some changes at home
°
PISCES
WON'
Do not be dismayed, however. if (Feb 19 to Mar. 20)
*IOW
other family members need time to
It's a' good time to schedule talks.
adjust to your point of view.
with higher ups about ts.ii.iriess inter
LEO.
ests. A disappointment in a friend and
(July 2:3 to Aug. 22)
an irritation about money_are both
You're on a toll where creative possibilities
interests are concerned now. but
_YOU lioRN _ TODAY are a
business delays experienced today business-minded person who is also
Could somewhat anger you. Make the quite ambitious. You're practical and
best of limiting circumstances.
down to earth, but often interested in
VIRGO
.
public service You have a flair for the
(Aug. 2:3 to Sept. 22)
dramatic and know how to please the
Judgment is good when it comes to public. Sometimes, though, you seem •
shopping for the home right now, but to be at war with yourself and often, . •
you may be faced with additional despite your gre-garnsisoess, you're a•
expenses in connection with other but of a loner. Getting a workable
interests today.
,
philosophy of Pfe is important for
LIBRA
your overall progress iiirthdate of:
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
Zet Elvis Presley, rtwk idol; Yvette
It's a good day to make important Mimieux, actress: lout Evelyn Lear,
phone calls and to express yourself opera singer
..creatively. Try not to let a situation at
home dampen your outlook. Go slow
Call FRANCES DRAKE (24 hrs.)
on the use of credit.
Forecast for Today or the Future
SCORPIO
1 900 226 0360
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
81 a minute
Keeping things to yourself now will

A

Jeff Enoch

Vei
iontrol For Life!:
-Join Ilk lost Successful
Iltinch )1. Losers in America.

•

7 10
9 10

7 15
91

7 00
9 10

7 15
900

730

Bargain Night

Is Thursday
Adult 3.00 Child 2.50
Bargain Matinees
Sat & Sun. Only
Adult 3.00 Child 2.50
thr " ..!
Pooh hest put • 75:1 3 111
Open 11;am to 10:pm

RECESSION??? 'tit tfd'I't
SAVE' SAVE! SAVE!
with Clearance Prices at

JO-AN's varieties

on the square
.Strx by now and check our discount prices on name brand ladies' and ch‘idren's wear'
•

.J

•
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Prayer Coffee of Murray Christian Women's Club will be at 9:30
a.m. at home of Yetive Brown,
171.8 Holiday Dr.
Morning Coffee Break will be at
9:30 a.m. at Martin's Chapel
United Methodist Church.
Murray TOPS (take off pounds
sensibly) will meet at 7 p.m. at
Southside Manor Recreational
Room. For information call
759-1625.
Events at Calloway County Publtc Library will include Parents and
Twos at 9:30 a.m. and Story Hour
at 10:30 a.m.
THEOS will meet at 2 p.m. 'in
Annex of Calloway County Public
Library and again at 7 p.m. irrmain
library for those unable to attend a
day meeting. Also-lunch will be at
12:30 p.m. at Louie's,. This is open
to all widowed men and women.
MuTray Star Chapter No. 433
Order of the Eastern Star will meet
at 7:30 p.m. at lodge hall.
Murray Lions Club will meet at
6:30 p.n. at Murray Woman's Club
House.
South Murray Homemakers Club

iront'd from page 61
Tuesday, Jan. 8
will meet at 11 a.m. at Golden Corral Restaurant.
Paris Road Homemakers Club
will meet at 11:30 a.m. at Sirloin
Stockade.

Murray High School ligeis
host basketball games witil Fulton
County.

Bingo, sponsored by Knights or
Columbus, will be at 7 p.m. in Parish Center, St. Leo Catholic
Church.

Calloway County High Schui ii
Boys Baslmthall Teams will play it
Graves County High

A Social Security Representative
will be at Calloway County Public
Library from 10:30 a.m. to 12:30
p.m.
Murray League of Women Voters will meet at 10:30 a.m. in
Annex of Calloway County Public
Library.

Special class on Modern Art will
begin at 6 p.m. at Murray State
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Be Hit
Hard!

*errs weal.

Events at First Cnited.M,::
Church will include M.

Carter and Robertson Elementary
Schools are scheduled to have a
skating -party at 6 p.m. at Circus
Skating of Murray.

-South°Murray Clubmeets for luncheon
in Fellowship Hall
Murray lion,einakers Cluh
hol:day ;!otluck luncheon
par:‘ on Dec. I:, IL! Fellowship
Hall of Memorial Baptist Church
Maine Kaiser gave the devotion
on "How lo Show (hiker., 10
:Appreciate, Chrotrnas_ and \Ala: It
Stand, For .and 'How V4,:e. AL
Should Enjoy tne Season."
Vanda Gibson. ;:resident. gave
the 1,..gend of —Ire Candy Caneand presented each, one a candy
..ine She also read a skit on - What
tiristmas Is A.! Ahout."
Fifteen rnein•:,:r. answered the
sa.: tr,
.
fa‘orite
anas..a! Christina, of the pa.:
:,,:est was Shell-is Salter.
Gil:. of ;ten:, made hy men..
'AC%
("ar! s 'A ere •
-rv the group
1 he ...Lib will in::: uesd . '
Golden (

Eaqi-pood Christian Academy
releases honor rolls for periods
La.twood Christian Academy,
All As and Bs
flighw ay 94 East, Murray, has
Kindergarten
released the honor rolls for the secNI !;:j.1
ond nine weeks and first semester..
First Grade
Libby ('onley. assistant principal
•
has released the following names'
Second Grade
Second Nine Weeks
Friend, Clayton Kern:.
All As
trid fliiiaheth Kilby
Second Grade
"Ihifd Grade
Ants' rodd, A hhy: Friend and
kilhy and M
Rebe..a Lec.
All As and Bs
Fifth Grade
Kindergarten
Smith and Ben "Todd
First Grade
51.1 huh Grade
l..i,ich.
Ciayto:, Kerrie.
Mi.tiae! Friend
Third Grade
Patrick K..hy and !s.1

-Paris Road Club
luncheon meeting
held at Curd home
(.
upuned ner home
.,:c De...emner fleeting of Paris
ii•
Ha"
1.h1 ., ., for

• Fifth Grade
E. n
1;••..
'1( hool
I
irst tiernester
111 As
Set find (irade
• Ar'f:,
!

Filth (;ride

MURRAY TODAY

(Cont'd from page 6!

Murray-.Calluway County Senior Citizens' Tour Director Toopie Thomas Moore has a seven-day Alaskan cruise/tour planned for May 23. Holland America Wcstour's ship, "The Noordam," will be cruising "The
Inside Passage." Ports to be visited include Ketchikan, Alaska's "first
City" known for salmon fishing and the world's largest collection of totem
poles; Juneau.. Alaska's Capital, Mendhall Glacier, Glacier Bify National
Park; Sitka, board an eicursion boat for the'maze of 9ffshore islands to
learn the importance of this area to the focal Indians. Pnce will dOend on
category of cabin selected. For names and deposits paid by Jan. 31, a
deduction of S2(X) per person will be made. Alaska cruises fill up very
quickly and advanced planning is necessary. For complete itinerary, call
NIrs. Moore at 753-274.

THE ACES ON BRIDGE

LW"
IAJ as
vrtittii

Mothers' Morning Out Ali! meet
at 9 a.m. at First United Me!lio!!Hi
Church!

Tuesday, Jan. 8
Morning Out at 9' a m., Waters.
Doran Circle at church and Tuckcr
Frost Circle with Eleanor DI
at 9:30 a.m.
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Senior Alaskan tou- r planned

1day -

Ladies' Bible Class will hie...
9:30 a.m. at University Cliorc
C:hrist.

•

Preschool Interagency Planning Council (PIP-C)- of Calloway County
and the surrounding area is a non-profit organization consisting of professionals who ac interested fh helping preschool children who have special
needs. The purpose of PEP-C is to help identify anthrefer preschool children whO- have special needs to approrcriate professi-onals we-11 as making
the public aware of what community resources are. available for these
children. PIP-C also offers inservices about topics such as early identification. transitioning and community resources. Any organization interested in having a PIP-C representative speak at one of our meetings.
please contact Sue Snell at 762-2446 or Judy Whitten at 753-6031.

friend n
i•iit bridling A
yfair enthot
it now Also

Ladies' Bible Class will meet it
9:30 a.m. at Glendale Road Cfr h
of Christ. -

Special class on Produce will
Events at First 'Baptist Church
begin at 7 p.m. in Ag Room of Cal- -will include Mothers Day Out and
loway County. High School. For General WMU meeting
information call 436-5888.
a.m.; Dorothy Group at 1: a itt.
Fellowship Hall.
_Board of Calloway County
Chapter of American Red Cross
Groups ol First Baptist
-- will meet at 12 noon at Pagliars. Women w li meet as follov.,
Estelle Gray with Novella N1or:il,:n
Members ple.a.e note change 01
at 9 a.m.; Louie Moon at 11 ant at
meeting place.
Holiday Inn; Kathleen Jones v.
Kappa Department of Murray -Louise Swann at .2 p.m.: Loacii.:
Woman's Club will meet at 6:30 Beddoe with Patsy Oalsic., it 7
p.m. at club house.

Preschool Council is formed

in kn.,is 1 on
tole world ot

Tuesday, Jan. 8
University. For intorination t all
762-4159.
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"Nature, with equal mind. —
- Sees all her sons at play.
Sees man control the wind.
The wind sweeps man away"
Matthew Arnold.
The ace of trumps is the most important single card in the deck. Not
only is it sure to win a trick but it
often allows its owner to control the
contract's destiny.
The Landy convention is an artificial two-club overcall for takeout
over one no-trump, promising
length in both majors(5-4 or better.
usually better). With key cards in
both of North's majors and with a
singleton diamond. South justifiably
jumped to the heart game.
'West started with two high diamonds, forcing South to ruff. South
then led the trump king, which West
refused. and South continued with
another trump Had West won this,
he would have had no defense. If
West led a club. dummy's ace would
win and trumps would be drawn, declarer claiming 10 tricks. If West
offered a 40'f and discard instead,
South waild ruff and cross to dummy to draw the trumps, yielding the
same result.
This West appreciated the power
of his trump ace, so he refused the
second trump also. Now it was impossible for South to score 10 tricks
If South led another trump. West
would win and lead diamonds, and
South would lose control. And if
South didn't lead trumps, the defenders would score a diamond, the
trump ace, a second trump and a
club for -the same one down

BOBBY WOLFF

AAUW mill meet Tuesday
Murray Branch of American Association. of UTI:\,Crs:1:. Women wit,
meet Tuesday. Jan: 8, at 6 p.m: at Sir!oir, Stockade. V anda Gibson. president, urges all meMbers and interested persons -.to attend.
.
,

Kappa Department of Murray Woman's Cl'„n ..1 meetluesday. Jan.
8. at 6:30 p.m. at the club house. Warred Hopkins. attorney, will resat a
program on -NA Its, Divorces, Estate Settlement - What I. the
Hostesses will be :Nancy Lovett, Beverly Galloway. Sondra Grimes an.:
Asher.

SS .representative to be here
A Social Security representative will be at Calloway C-ounty
Library: on Tu.sday., Jan. 8, from :030 a.m. to 12:30 p it. John
SS
representative, said this is a' Special service of the department to
clients an opportunity to see the representative here each second and
fourth Tuesdays of the month.

mputer class will be held .

( IV (
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CCHS to issue c;rade-cards
,:oces :w..1 he:.:
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Barker named Master of fa::
NEW ()P.I.F.ANS AP
tarts.. and aathor Dahm.
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h% toe N..'
• n •

Sara Kathryne Jackson born

Sgt. and Mrs. Mark Jackson of Murray are the parents of a daughter.
Sara Kathryne, weighing seven pounds 13 ounces. measuring 21 inches,
born on Tuesday, Jan. 1, at 3:59 p.m. at Murray-Calloway C,ourvy HospiWest
North
East
South
1
Pass
1 NT
All pass. tal. The mother is the former Julie Pentrich of Fulton. The father is a
ANSWER: Spade trey. Lead a low Marine presently serving in Saudia Arabia. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
one instead of the queen. With Dale Pentrich of Fulton, and Bennie Jackson and Betty Jackson, both of
known spade length in dummy; hope Murray.
to catch partner with the nine (or
better) or declarer with a singleton
top honor. ,

This Week's Spirdat;

Fiend bridge questions to The Aces. 1'0 Box
12363. Dallas, Texas 75225, with self-addressed.
stamped envelope for reply
Cop•rigb1 1991 I nid Feature Syndicate

Iligh School ,
,ter on Fr,d.r_..
lItarsda%..Lin N.
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.Teresa G. Howard is named
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The Perfect Choice-For the Perfect Gift

Barker. .,.:. s.i.. ,
weekends in Me French
turns 52 or, Sunday and will
reeei‘e Kiioo!) 0141
mony in Wash.ingtoo.
-Danny's musici:inship is bet.
ood question.'' said Grammy winning Jazz trumpeter Wyntort
Nlarsalis. "But even more impres-

MOO
Model VItG75

•ryNck Remotc v
•On Screizn
ProgrIrnming
'Cable Ready

•1 Year 8 Event

A&A
Auto Rental
Daily & Weekl
Rates
East Main Si. 753-4461

CR

$2799;

FITTICT
•Posh er Backup

Ihe qaality goes Iri xfore the name goes or'

to

205 So. 8th St.
(across

from the MCCH Emergency Room)
•

For Appointments Call
The Paducah Office at
(502) 444-2690

TJ's Bar B-0 & Burgers
1.1tirr.ly

753-0045

••0441411040
.
•

•

•

will relocate his office

Fridgy tfight Buffet

Chestntit St

---------

Charles F. Winkler, M.D.

as of January 17, 1991

Place Ain't Fancy but Silo is good Food

•

Tucker T.V.

753-2900
1-1: 11-5; S 8-12
. 1914 Colchsater Rd., Murray

Lg. Hatnburp, Fries & Med. Drink
Special Good
thru Jan. 12
$259

Bar-B-0 Ribs, Beef, Fried Chicken,
Farm Raised Catfish Fillets
Plus all th• flxIn's
$ 95
and dipsimort bar.

•In Stock Wall Coverings .Blinds .Bigelow Carpet

Main St.

(

Kappas to hear Warren- Hopkins

. Modern Art course planned

Yauzt _At&

! —7

Murray League of Women Voters will meet lacsday, Jan. at ;0:30
a.m. in the Annex of Calloway County Public Litrar‘,. Ali members and
interested persons are urged to attend. accordinit to Vick.: Griffin. Iea L.!.!:
spokesperson.

A class for adults interested in learning beginning computer applications will -begin Thursdav,- Jan. 10.. in the Business and Office Depart""..
NORTH
1-7-A
IBM Computer Lab in Room 406 at Calloway County High School. The
* A J 10 9 7
class will he from 5:30 to 8:30-p.m. and will be taught, by Brenda Nix on
V Q J 10 8
Jan. 10, 15, 17, 22 and 29. The class will familiarize students with general
•6 5
computer
knowledge and essential DOS commands. The class will
+A 9
emphasize basic business -appltcations using spreadsheet, data base and
WEST
EAST
word processing programs. The cost of- the class will be S25 which will
+83
+542
include registration and all expenses. Participants may enroll at Calloway
•A 5 43
V2
•A K Q 9
•J 10 8 7 4 2 'County High School office by paying the class fee. Registration will be
limited to 24 participants.
41h Q J 10
•K 6 3
SOUTH
•K Q 6
K 976
-Modern Art for People \Vh6 Think They,' Hate Modern Art" will be a
•3
four-sessio
n community education course to be offered at Murray State
+87542
University'. The class will he on Tuesday' nights beginning Jan. 8 from 6
Vulnerable Both
Dealer West
to 9 p.m. with Roy' Davis. former director of Clara M. Eagle Gallery at
The bidding
Murray State University, as instructor. The fee will he S25. To register for
West
North East • South
the class call 762-2T87.
1 NT 2+
Pass
4V
Pass
Pass
Pass
•Landy convention (majors)
Teresa G. Howard, daughter of Bernard and Carolyn Steen of Almo,
Opening lead Diamond king
has been selected for the Fall Quarter, 1990 President's List for oustanding achievement and a grade point average of 4.0 at Lockyear College,
LEAD WITH THE ACES
Evansville,
Ind. A graduate of Calloway County High School, she is
17
studying to he. ia medical assistant.
South holds
•Q J 10 3 2
II 98
•Q 10 51-K 10

tii-

(

League of Women Voters to meet

ALL WHITE PAINT SALE
$2-$3 OFF/gal.
PAINTS :
4113
306 E.

Volunteers schedule seminar

MI

In State
1-800-633-1178

Out-of-State
1-800-626-5435

-•
•
•
-Art.
• • .; k.;
•••71 • s
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Look, ma

jumping Jacks! e
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Sports Writer
By TOM SHARP
.4P Sports Writer

Jackson.Coble lift Racers over Peay
By DAVID RAMEY
c•asi.,, a, Times Asst Sports Editor
Jofyi Jackson's first taste of Ohio Valley Conference play and Greg Cohle's mother had a lot to do
with Murray Stale opening OVC play A ;:h a win
Saturday afternoon in Racer Arena.
-It was Just-like the guys said it would tx.- Jackson
said after scoring 19 points to lead the R3CC7S
Austin Peas 71-66. "It was real intense."
The.senior from ,Chicago, Ill. took ads antage c:
smaller Peay clab and us collapsing defense on
Popeyo-lones: His pray- trisiCte helped the RaettS Oyer-.
;ome'shoddy hallhandling to improve to 11-5 on :lie
year and make a successful start -in their run for a
fourth -straight OVC championship
Coble. meanwhile. pleased .his mother by tossing in
16 ot his I points in the first half. and helped spark
the Racers to .1 10-point lead that they A ere a!"',:
sold onto in a frantic final minute.

keyed by LaMonte Ware, ran off 12 straight to ca.: •
lead to three. •
The RleerS ansWered - With a 11-3 run, with Jones
scoring twice during the stretch and sel,hg .ap a Co'.
bucket with a steal
The Governors ,f0110+Acd ssi:h a 9.2 ••
tw a lob slam dunk from Do••
Bros ii.
ALN:in Pea) closed to .A !thin Ilse won tise
left. but Jackson scored hack-to:back baskets •
Racers and a spiving jumper Iron,•••• ••.
the Racers up by. nine -at 65.-56
With the Racers.- tc•arg 67-5s
• •forced four straight ka;-er turnoliers. hko
throws. 3 13%-1/7 frm Greg .Frankiin. :r,1 3 Cfil,`'fritIll
%Vi.jI.TC cut the Racer !cad to 6-64 •

Pea
4%1 n o%er-a;.throus to pad V •-•
'"‘
„b.'A
,17, 4 7
.% fa""•I% 1A;1N
lasup
Allen v.as fo:ed
ut
.
• dtt. e.i for .h7.1
throw shooter missed the !J.: snot of the
The Peas defenders svaited tor a split s.
N
the
ss He was fouled
Allen suooped
n ate insi
siIL ode
Rw
Jack son.
.1(ins•s
ther,.. to ():rebound the Gosernors • -. sank the nr•;•:1 '•'.40
`t..1:.!hc`
51-5 and Lomper.sate for 29 ;Li-I-losers
"I knew was a one -and -one," Allen said.
"John Ja.sori go: a wake-up call." Racer
they thought it was a two-shot foul_ I as shot
1 rnissed it. and shocked :hat none of them
s.t.!, He had a nigh: for us. We'se
• s..
today.- Peay coach Da‘c
c‘ploofe on the hoard .k he
loos said after •
to 6 • on me
ased hard •
good :cam
a‘
.
.
todas
:on
af:era
.+77C litSs to
c'ar:.er in the wee1:,
-I fee.: comfortah:e that we re poised wilt:7C
•"
going to sec the
• it. ind yo.! has,: to g;se A..I'.
happs- with. the

MSu 71

Austin Peay 66
PLAY
.s 5
0.1

U.

•

•' f•a-ff

STA7t. 71
:2 h

28

e- 3'3 5 '
2 • Cio.c 7.
2'c •5
, ,
S.

,

'ff • "

.s-

•3 '.1.A

Murray State's -lumping .1.o.ks," .101111 Jackson (5.5i, shoots for No of
his game-high 19 points during the 1(.4crr.s suttessful
dehui
saturda% afternoon .latksion also had:11
.
1 -rebounds tor the Itai'ers.

Falcons, foul trouble spell upset for Murray High
Staff Report
Murray Ledger &
7t)7,

ach Dan Thompson. "Not taking an t:.:. a A ay from
te. 're a good little team,"bUt we just got outplayed."
Pane 1.
Lady Tigers
rcho,:tids
ilogsed
7,
NINIS Tigers improved to 4-1 overaL
.;+;-2-1 v,in over the Benton Indians. as ki;t',..•7
ei.itheris scored-13 points and Ethan Crum added 11.
(.'...,•iinc•c added six points and James. Foster five, A hilt:
• i'.71 and Cheaney can claimed six hoards.
"•11',.1.)
go back in action tonight at home, hosting
o'n Marshall Linior High.
Hickman 72, Murray 63

.m es Sports

11

C,

MIDDLE SCHOOLS

MJRRA
HICKMAN

96.,•

14 38 52 63
18 39 59 72

NFL `big boys' now ready to join the playoff party
_set. Wasning_•7. Ph.iadelpn.a. the only vica road team The other winMiami and

By BARRY WILNER
.'el :••••ss
ds• •••

Ulf Sides

J]t. against s. Orleans, plus

Y'•St
..: ,
Ira: Reds,
re T

4:*

'.e D.
on Sal..7.:at
:
Pff;ars
BC7,:.:Is
hegan the
Rda1lCur,n,
son.% help from
ardasertgir.g a ta,e
la
l
A •v- a 21 v

tie PK..gais put the
the Houston Oilers' runin a 41 :4 A ;peout. and

3(1 SELF-CLEANING
ELECTRIC RANGE
Electronic Clock
with
touch controls

•

1 4 CARAT'$olo
114 CARAT' S499
LIGHTNING BOLT I
WATERFALL

it.

Supercoo elen1111116
161.4
.4,
7
41EL
1..6
7.14

ANNIVERSARY$199
BAND

114 CARAT'$499
CLUSTER
I

; EleCtrOn•C ClOck,thermostat
.• Black glaiS Oven or and
lower panel • Litt 4) spiil catching cook
top
• Lighted oeen window

VIA•gocchat

-The Diamond Pnce Leader'

We Service What we Sell!
WIDE BAND S409
CLUSTER
•-roTAI. *mow or Di•MONDS

JEWELERS
Chem* HMe Simmons Gnaw
Ilasiney

Underwood Appliance
•

...c sersatility o!
Anderson for
.. 16-6 decision.
4 1,...rs. (jiants. Bills and
aH disision winnsis
records --- were idle.
Bed's 16, Saints 6
yards riAning. i,iaSSOO 'Or
„
evr:
Vie passes tor 42. orhiie
•...• EL.*,•icfferi ••-•ee tied goals to send the
Beat;ss ott payo"s yOu iay it al on the line'
Anderson sad I ode it when I know the bail -S
co"-r-9 to me to make things happen "
IV-wen likoS 1 whOn he rs Called on to,,,
atmough hi option pass to Ron lao
,
,s
•• one ot the ugtiest in memory •
r was a lame ducff and Morns made a great
c.atch." Anderson sams atier he was but by Rickey Jackson and the pass wobbled to Morris at
•ne Servs'.8 It was a serious duck It looked
so sicii moit peop:e would have shot 4
The Saints appea•oct to ra.• ted fi 10.10
Mod period when Butiors1o4 goal attorrol
was mocked by Renado Turnbull and returned
61 yards by Virce Buck toff a touchdown But
naev
ildynji rig
Robert Massey had lined up oftistcide
i as.nuy
"7e play and Buyer went on to
ins 13-3 lead
When ifs Ir.a! C OSe. they shoukIn't cat
Sams coach Jim Mora sad It didn't look lee
he was onside' I didn't see anything that
,o0kei wrong "
lenges 41, Oilers 14
At Cincinnati Cody Carlson couidn't make ..11
tor the absence of Warren Moon a second !Are
and the Oors couidn't stop the Berge". who
bolted to a 20-0 halftime lead and were ahead
34 0 at We point
We didn't pull together Caff)son said 'Ow
hie was 16 tot-33 fOr 1$5 yards ' I ChOr'l rSe
me occasion out there No one Esppoo do•
ward Trio taming before the game was Irne
When the game started. we just payed 'Duty
Center played press lifting Houston into
the playoff",last week with a victory over Pitts
buffgh in the offocess the Bengafi Co•Canlo
von winners whiie the 0.1ers ewe a wad card
CinCinnati Showed(no apparec &lion on

Village shopping Center
(Nest to Cain's AMC Jeep)

Hwy 641 North
759-1505

S'IN1
14:1.4
y 10r,s a dome team Berge" comer
back EriC Thomas Said 11's lough tor them to
go outside
ut
and play when its slippery and wet
and grimy'

(Cont'd on patfe 91
•

NASHVILLE. Tenn. --- The
NCAA renews its battle to contreii exCesses in college sports
today when the gavel falls to
open the organization's 85th
annual convention.
Executive directooltutard
Schultz gives the Convention its
official start with a "state of
the association" address today.
A record number of delegates,
about 2,400 or 2,500, is
expected for what- is generally
considered one of the most
reform -minded conventions ever.
A record number of college
presidents. about 2511 also .is
expected, evidence that the presidents intend to shepherd their
reform proposals through the
convention votes.
NCAA president Albert M.
Witte said Sunday that the
reforms, as important ,as many
of them are, represent just a
start in what he sees as a
decade of change w'ithin the
governing body of intercollegiate
athletics.
. "I would caution people who
are building it up as some sort
of watershed in the history of
Mankind that it.is. not," Wine
said.
The 182 proposals, resolutions
and amendments include the
-reform package" sponsored by
the President's Commission.
Among the suggested changes
are reductions in the number of
scholarships in every. port t
_
decrease in the size of coaching
staffs. and -more restrictions on
recruiting. ,
"Many of these proposals are
simply carrying forward princihles established in recent consention-s." said Witte. "As I
view it, this convention is just
a beginning for a number- conventions during the .1990s
that will be of equal or perhaps
greater significance in the shape
and form of intercollegiate
athletics."
Witte said he expects the
most cOntroversial issues to be
the proposed 10 'percent reduction in scholarships, a measure
calling for cuts in coaching
staff site, and stricter requirements for eligibility in Division
1-A, the highest athletic
classification.
Other than that, he said, "It
wouldn't surprise me if the bulk
If the reform package passes
without too much opposition."
Witte noted that cutting scho:arships was the centerpiece of
an NCAA special- convention at
Dallas four years ago.
"It was defeated then primar,y because of opposition from
.'omens groups and minority
groups, who felt there would be
a disproportionate impact on
;hem if scholarship opportunities
were reduced," he said. "That
attitude is still around, and 1
expect it to be articulated on
:he convention floor."
EVe'n with that opposition,
Witte said. he believes there is
enough interest in controlling
the costs of athletic programs
that the proposal will pass.
He said he expects some
groups who oppose the 10 percent cut to vote for its passage.
and then work.in next year's
convention to have the reduction
pared to perhaps 5 percent. The
10 percent cut, if approved,
would take effect in 1992.
Many of the proposals to
restrict recruiting arc fine-tuning,
Witte said.
"Those restrictions are an
example of what I mean about
this being a logical progression
from actions taken at earlier
conventions,'' he said. "We've
been trying to clean up- the
recruiting process as best we .
can - for several years now, and
some of these restrictions arc
simply cartying on that work."
The restrictions include limits
on the timing and number of
recruiting telephone calls, brochures and video tapes.
The convention also will consider restrictions on the time
athletes can be required to
devote to their sport, and 17
amendments have been proposed.
The original proposal would
limit time spent playing, practicing, watching film and a variety
of other activities to a maximum of four hours a day and
20 hours -a week during the
playing season, with a mandatory day off per week. The athletes would be limited to eight
hours a week in the off-scason.
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CINCINNATI (AP)
Pete
Rose starts out on the road to a
new life today, returning to hit
hometown to help teach gym classes in elementary schools following
his prison term for incoric'.-tax
cheating.
The former Cincinnati Reds
manager and baseball's all-time
hits leader was to he released from
a federal prison camp m• Marion,
111., where he served five months.
S. District ,Judge S. Arthur

Spiegel ordered Rose to spend
three months in a halfway house _
after leaving prison. tie said Rose
_:itaurn to his roots" by
spending 1,000 hours working with
inner-city children.
Alter Rose finishes his three
months in the halfway house, he
SSill be on probation for nine
months.
Rose has sold his houses in Cincinnati. He told a television station
in December that he wants to make

I OS AhC,f I
BradVi a* of US
Irternat onat scored /2 points Saturday night
against I oyola Marymount to break Pete Mara
Yich s scoring record against a NCAA Division I
opponent bat I oyoia set âti NCAA scor.ng
record as a 1.86.140 victory Bradshaw broce
Marav Os record of 69 points aganst Alabama
on -Feb - 7 1970 Loyola Marymount broke its
own s rigie game record set Jan 31, 1989, in a
181 t50 victory agahst U S International W tn
1 27 telt to play. Brirfshaw made two tree
'rows to
and men break Marav.ch s record
He played all 40 rrinates making 23 ot 51
sr ots from the I ed inctudirg 7 of 22 from
,r;
3 port range and 13 o' 23 'tee throwS
shaw s prewioas career h gh was 54 on Der '
IA) in a 152 '31 loss to Loyola

•

Golf

11 22 333 17'6
7 22 241 '9 a
Saturday's Games
anta 117, MtrnesOta 112, 01
Cnaeotte lit. LA Clippers 103
Ietroit 99, New Jersey 83
San Antonio 107, Orlando 90
Chicago 108, Cleveland 92
Houston- 112, Indiana 99
Milwaukee 88, Phoenix 86
Phi.ade/pna 120, Derver -1Z4
Pollard 132, Mlami 108
'
Utah 106, Sacramento 98
Sunday's Games
Boston 127, Dallas 110
New York 99, LA Ciopies 10
Portland 114, Seattle 111
LA takers 135, Golden State 105
Monday's Games
Da:las at New Jersey. 630 p m
Sacramento at Orlando, C 30 p
i C 33 San A'
-'o -o at Ph lade
Proeno,
-A Clippers
Sarrarrerto

Basketball

CARI SHAD, CalifI - I anny Wadkins bogeyed
the .7- hole p7ry hg the way tor Torn Ye to
'..apt0te the PGA fOur'S
°per
,
- Tour
-arreitt c' Charro.ons by ore stroke IC'e nun.:
051 sr s'rckes to Wad. rs over a three hole
si,ety
tra,e1 by ore 5'31 volt,tb;.ir holes
rerra "mg But Waders eno had a naund o'
68 n-ree putted tne 1,-n rote Bete players
pied tne t
hole of Ine :',22 yard La Costa
K:e ;rot a 69 for a /2 hoie total o' 272
eamng $144,000 Wadk rs earned $86,400
Cmpi Beco Ware I c. and I red Coaples tvid
'or thief at 2/6
ci separate bat s rn, mireoas corrpet lion for
'530
re's or tre Se--or To,r On a s,ghtl
stoner ayoat Bruce Cramton fr sned * th a
It :tur a 9 order par 2/9 and a 'our stroke vic
'Ory Odd I "ar• Beard It ear, Cran-utor s 18'h
y stn.'s+ ^
s,
•inO r'`.
be CY.
,W 50 l'cu
••••' If I art c..rorge

Pro hockey
r.'
..;
MON7f41 Ai 0"vr se is
:real Caradiens won that argamera. at 'east
t
one n grit wth the P,nsburgh Penguins I
the NHL s top offensive team Sunday n gh•
defense toagh Canad ens came away e
y
6 3 v cony We had to play well de'ens
en, and we did that said Montreal car
Guy Caronreau, who sc.ored :co go-soe
Penguins, who lead tne NHL with '81 goa r
45 games were thwarted ode' and owe, Of
tenac °us Montreal checkers We oda ter: t..,•
We •• •ie
oar chances," Carbc, reau said
t'ey d make m Stages ahe,Inny gain L.s a
twiur. Vire' 6.•
two on ones and 'nren
•
a
er
tcrced tr ,r- ro tso+
are'ad
edi.“1

clrer rif I, t,ime,
''e
ctie es beat Cr ;..iistc
Ai-r 4 4 .
1'4:7110, beat ire Ce'itra
MC,t..,-..0* 2 7 '
ri•
'he 100--g
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CAMPBELL CONFERENCE
Norris Division
W L T Pls OF GA
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1 +,1
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Football

• 3 24 8
Saturday s Games

'

Rttsburgr
Washirgrct
Lian'ord 4 W. p.,,
NY Isanders 3 Ph .ini•
Cagary 7 Detrot 0
Mortrea 3, Quebec 0
Los Angees 4, To,crto 2
Vancouver 6, Minnesota 5
s ? OT •
14 Y Rangers 3 S'
Sunday's Game*
Mortrea 6, Pinsbargh 3
cs Angeles 3, Chicago 1
Monday's Games
n'i-npeg at Boston, 635 pm
Phi ad,
NY
o

PALO ALTO Calif - San Diego State qL,aner
tack Dan McGirtre has been cleared to play ,n
the East Wes' Shr,ne al star game. the NCAA
said Sunday McGsv re's status was oJestIoned
after he announced his Intention to reran a
lawyer to represent lint n negor a* ors Or a
professional football contract The Sr r re Ga'he
is scheduied for Jar 26 at Stan'orri

Pro basketball
Ire Los An,
.23
„i
vOf 'rag c
tAagic Johnson. James
le'l, even vi
Worthy scored .
's and Larry Drew had a
season high t 4 ass s's wn ie starting r place o'
the injured Johnson Sunday n+gnt as the Lamers
routed the Golden State Warriors 135-108
Johnson frnssed Me game seer lamming-the
mddie linger on his right hand during Friday
night's 115-99 loss to the Warriors in Oakland
Since Johnson Joined the Lacers in 1979, the
Lacers are 64 45 without !her nine-tine All-Star
,n the lineup "Alter the way they beat us the
othe, night, we wanted to come out and play a
good game,- said Drew, who took only three
shots and scared two points 'We didn't have
(Johnson), so everybody tad to pull tOgether
and come out with a W no matter how we got
4 Sam Perkins scored 22 points, Vlade D vac
20 arid Byron Scott 18 on 7-for-8 shOigting for
the takers, who outreboanded the Waroors
59,33
vir the on'y other NBA games Sunday night, it
was Boston 127, Dallas 110, New York 99, the
Los Angeles Clippers 90. and Portland 1-14,
Seattle 111

a fleW start in Florida, possibly it;
the restaurant business or in
broadcasting.
Once Rose't
fiL,...._
'fills his obiij:.:
for comunit
m
service in
nati, the co rt could cons. i •
allowing him to move to Florida Ii
complete _probation, according to
John Cole., Rose's prob ;1 lion
officer.
The teaching assignment is 1114:
second part of a sentence that
Spiegel imposed in Icily .alter Rose

(mums
report income He al:.

See me for-all your family insurance needs"
305 N. 12th
(Next to Century 21)
State Farm Insurance companies
Home Office Bloomington Illinois

C InL
:

Like a good neighbor, State Farm Is There.
work for seven hours per day
days per week for the rest i):
school yciir At Ler the school ycai
er,ds. Rosc is
J HA -wont:

Jane Rogers 753-9627
NFL playoffs
'1•,.•101Ii

S

O'Neal gets his, but Cats
get theirs in 93-80 final

Actions& Reactions

isals are

the
to be,
reducleasure
ting
:quireDivision
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Rose trades jail clothes for gym shorts SCOREBOARD
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LEXING1 ON, hy (Ai')
16 Kentucky heat the law ofaver
ages against Louisiana State's Sha
(ludic O'Neal:
O'Neal scored 28 po.n:,
grabbed 17 rebounds and-blocked
four shots Saturday, but Kentucky
came away with a 93-80 Southeastern Conference victory before
24,210 fans in Rupp Aria.
The 7-foot-1 sophomore center
nearly equaled his season averages
of 29.3 points; 15 rebounds and 4.7
shots blocked.
"We weren't going to slur
O'Neal.- Kentucky coach Rice
Pitino said. "We knew that. They
do a great joh. They got
!!•• •
strength (O'Neal)."
Kentucky 10-2 overali,
SEC) countered O'Neal's effort h),
bombarding No. 14 1.Sli fX-3,
(non 3-point range. hitting 17 of
37, and getting solid performances
from Deron Feldhaus and Iteggic
Hanson with 27 and 24 points,
hey "ere giving me
shot," said Feldha-us..who had . points n the first half as KentaLk
built a 49-32 advantage.
the great thing about this team.
have siv or seven„ guys, who Lan
Crime out and lea this team. The\
can't prepare for just one 'guy'
Kentucky went up 54-36 on Tam
Masl.fiurn's two'free IhrOVi S
18:21 to go before ESL stage,:
rally that sliced the margin to
61-59 on O'Neal's 7-foot bank shot
nine minutes later.
"We had one Vie thought we
were ready to reel in." LSU coach
Dale Brown said
But tour minutes later Richie
Farmer hit two consecutive 3-pointers to ignite a string of five
'straight by Kentuckythaf`opariLled
the lead to 55-73 at 2:47.. LSI:
could draw no closer than 10 points
in the. final minutes.
"We didn't expect Feklhaus Ill
pla'y the game he did," 1.SU guard
Mike Hansen said. "But that is.
how . some games go. That's the
sign of a good team when a player
steps up to pick up the slack when
others are being guarded."
Feldhaus made six of 10 and
Hansen ,sank four of five Iron:
3-point range.
"The hard thing about playing
Kentucky is. that they shoot the 3s

lu
th,:
()'\•!'

1.,irrner nit
iroin tnc

tllc

'All

Major college scores
K

• rri,

NFL...
•

Ciinrit from

,
.e;
1 t',1V1
, .
.
Redskins 20 Ea,

0,0'r"

?.$

11

Jane Rogers Insurance
A rit

305 N. 12th (Next To Century 21) 753-9627
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MURRAY MEMORIAL GARDENS
GE
Fluorescent-2 Pack(

,Asi

48 fluorescent light bulbs tor crisp cool
e r,i ry
.ni etc
light ideal fot home

•

MA streaks

,

Players who led NBA in major individual
statistical category for the most years

3 heat settings tu wwm uf,i ,yrautII
Ion only for summer cooling

Because of the wonderful response from this ad
Moses Malone
Magic Johnson
istah Thomas

Category
Rebounding

Years

Assists
Assists

Mark Eaton
Blocised shots
The Sparing News
larJevo

KR N iniCcraito•ca. T

EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W L Pct.
Boston
26 5 839
Philadelphia
20 . 12 625
14 16 467
New York
13 17 433
Washington
New Jersey
10 20 333
Miami
8 24 250
Central Division
Milwaukee
24 8 750
Chicago
21 10 .677
Detroit
22 11 .667
Atlanta
18 13 581
12 20 375
Indiana
11 21 344
Cleveland
Charlotte
10 20 333
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
W L Pct.
21
7 150
Sari Antonio
10 68'
2
Utah ... .
1
13
581
Houston
1
19 345
Dallas
21 300
Minnesota
Orlando
24 250
26- 186
Denver
Pacific Division
29
5 853
Podland
. 19 10 655
LA Laken.
19 II 633
Phoenix
Golden Stale
16 .15 516
Seattle
14 16 467

we will continue this offer thru January.

14

Cemetery Spaces 4
For The Price of I

9
9

2

8
T :A;

SI

Buy one space at the regular price and get 1 FREE
(Small Monthly Payments) (For Preneed Purchases

GB

2'6
74
514
12
13
13

Stainless Steel
Vacuum Bottle
Exclusi,,e "hip 'n' pour' design

MAIL THIS COUPON TO BE ELIGIBLE FOR SALE PRICES
derstand that if we are given the information concerning the two for one special, we will recieve 2 will forms
an invaluable booklet We do not own cemetery property but understand we are not obligated to purchase any
Cali 753-2654 or mail coupon Coupon Good Thru January 31, 1991,

GB
-

NAME
ADDRESS
TELEPHONE

4,,
1 1'.4
13
15
17
7'.4
g
11,4
13

Street

stchnless steel Holds 1 liter

City

Mall Coupon to. Murray Memorial Gardens, At 2 Box 37-A-1 , Murray, KY 42071

v
. s• s

N•

.. t .
.-....e... N
Nt

,s
•

-

4
•
• i•

....

' •

N.
•

11.1e

Only)

This message is only for people who care about their loved ones. At the time of a death, the remaining ones should not
have to go out and make cemetery arrangements alone Since this is so final and personal the arrangements should be made
together and ahead of time
To help give families the peace of mind of doing this matter together. Murray Memorial Gardens is running a two for one
special, buy one space and get one free
They also are giving two will forms plus a booklet which helps put together all the information needed by families at the
BM of a death.
, For your family, at least get the information and the gifts, providing you don't own cemetery property. No purchase is required. Call 753-2654.

11W
12'4
154
18,.

Strip

\
uurge suppressor protects voluaLle app'i
onces computer & electronic equipment

Protection

.•

(14K \

well)

Unbreakable
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FARM AND AG NOTES
Chemists discover parasite that/may
hells) fight cucumber mosaic virus
WASHINGTON (AP) -- The
cucumber mosaic .virus, a disease
that kills thousands of plants and
costs farmers,millions of dollars.
may be brought under control by a
parasite d- iscovered by Agriculture

Ford calls upon
Yeutter to raise
burley quotas

seri

I

.

• Cash rental rates for land edging up

"Cucumber mosaie virus is the
Casn
WAsUlsuI.,AP)
flu bug of the plant world," said -rental rates for LiOp land generallv
Jacobus M. K.aper of the Agricul- are edging up from the- low marks
tural Research Service. "It's of a few years ago. but an Agricul
known to attack at least 775 plant ture Department
report shows that
sneeles worldwide and is the No. 1. in many cases they have some SS'a
or 3 worst sirus in 16 countries." to go for full recovery.
Kaper said the virus attacks not
"Rents are related to _farmland.
but also tomatoes. values," the report said. '...Rents
nach. celery and
reflect the economic returns to
,
,and, which yields estimates of
S
he have found 3 ,and values %hen capitalized
by an
interest rate or other factor.
As a rule,. cash rents. dropped
when farmland values tumbled in
the earls and mid-1980s. As land
/prices have started to recover, so.
have the rents. There are different nays to lease
farmland, and the cash rental system is but one. Under cash leasing.
the tenant usually provides all the
production items. except the land.
and assumes all risks of production
:In,: marketing
Wiln share leasing. landlord,
the and. hut the tem.'.
agree on their re- „....
hare of other productior

Egypt to receive
food Under program
A N,HA(

Milerray Ledger & Times

Meadows Produce
to begin classes
Jan 8. at Coanty High Schoo,
, assf•coinn. :he first In a SCrICs
aNscs .4111 begin with.
tl!!1‘,MIA.

a!

an •

ot.!It:

‘s;!1
explained
organ,. ‘ertification v.:Il
.asses: An opportunity tor
„. i•,..sers to sign up tor the
".
!Alit he made
Concluding- will be a preSenta.:,on ny nurseryman Art Jewel outiriing the benefits of locally grown
:ransplants. The class is open to all
iiterested in learning methods ot
•aising produce for personal or
..ommercial 'use
For further information call
r,.5888,
forms

anit month leasing on 32 percent.
Sw‘ii .1\ •t..1.:U,
"Because rents reflect the
and pesticides.
Th'e landlords and tenants also income -carping capacity of land.
share the crtips or livestock pro- they vary widely across the counduced, along with the production trs, as do soil productivity, cropping patterns and growing condiand marketing risks.
AtN)ur-52 percent of the agricul- tions," the report said.
Rents for whole farms averaged
Aural hold ope4a4e4--4-n- the -United
States is rented under some kind of - highest in the Corn' Belt. where
ording to farmland is generally highly
leas:ng arrari i2,:nient
iigures used in the .productive.
th
mos:
In 1989, rents for whole farms
report.
This included private and gov- ranged from 547 15er acre in Misernment range land leased on an souri to about 590 per acre in Illinois and Iowa. Rents averaged the
animal i.nit month basis. That
means th,.. rent is based on the lowest in the Northern Plains and
Southeast at less than S30 per acre.
amount 1 grai:ng for one cow and
Figures for some states on 'the
month.
one
3 calf for
basis on whole farms were not
lhe report by John. Jones and
Roger W Ilexem of the depart- ai.ailable because many lease—on
Research Service the basis of cropland or pastures
ment's
said cas`' '
accounted for instead of whole. farms. Also, no
:he rented agr-- statistics were available for several
aboi,t
of the smaller agricultural states,
The western states had both the

highest and lowest cropland'rental
rates. Irrigated cropland in California and Arizona averaged more
than S184 and S153 per Are,
respectively, in 1989.
"Some producers in both states
grow high-value, specialty crops;''
the report said. At the low end,rents for non -irrigated cropland
ranged from an average of S14.30
per acre in Wyoming, where extensively grown crops are produced
and rainfall k often uncertain, to
S50555 per acre in Washington
and Oregon."
Cropland rents in the- eastern
states don't distinguish between
irrigated and non-irrigated land.
Corn Belt cropland rents ranged
from about S60 per acre in Missouri to nearly 596 in Iowa in
1989. In North Dakota and South
Dakota, rents averaged less than
S30 per acre.

Eastern Europe may become competitor
WASii,NGIO's (API —
export.
analysts in the Agriculture Depart"While over the long run this
"Over the next five years, there
ment say it is still unclear whether
does not bode well for expanding
is a real possibility' that Eastern
Eastern Europe will emerge as a
U.S. grain sales, it -does offer
Europe (excluding the Soviet
long term, thriving market for U.S. (nion). could become a significant opportunities for oil seeds (soyfarm products.
beans) and meal as a livestock feed
net exporter of some bulk agriculIn fact, there is a possibility
for East European herds, which I
ntral products, such as grains, and
Eastern Europe will develop into a .thus emerge as a competitor with expect will increase." he' said.
competitor of American grain
us." he said. "Until recently, they' "Herd increases, in turn, may also
producers.
boost sales ,of. U.S. genetics."
i. ave been only marginal net exporMike Dwyer of the department's
ters of grain."
Foreign Agricultural _Service said
But Eastern Europe's desire to
Dv.'yer said he thinks certain secmany people hope these countries
tors will emerge sooner than others export should also create some
will experience rapid growth as
demand for U.S. cotton and cattle
as the Eastern European countries
they move toward market
hides for the manufaL lure of texre;00: their economies and. global
ec.onomies.
tiles and leather.
.•
But it is possible that Eastern
"I believe agriculture, primarily
"Over the very long term, as
Europe may show -economic
:rain and livestock, will be among
their economies really start to growdecline in the short run. If s- o, he
.he region's first sectors to emerge
said. that could mean some U.S. :7orn this transition," he said. and their incomes rise, fhese East
export oportunities as the coun-- "light industry., such as textiles European countries may develop
into markets for U.S. high-value
tries tr.v to make up the gap
andlather, also should do well."
'products"
that have already been
netween supply and demand. . Many or the countries already.
processed, Dwyer said. ''But that is
Dwy er. whose comments
nave fairly substantial farm econoappeared in the January issue o!' mies and fertile land, Dwyer .said. going to take a while ahd we can
expect intense competition from
AgExporter - magazine.• said he was
Consequently, some may. emphas- Eastern
Europe itself as well as the
"less optimistic" about U.S. sales
de grain and livestock products for European Community."
Eastern Europe over the long

H

Only an electric
water heater can offer
you so much convenience
so cleanly, so safely.

water heater operates flame-free there is no
It light to go 1,111, nit gas to escape Electric water heaters give
no iii lilt's. nip grime, no grit. They need no chimney'
or (hie .onnect
Nr,
in the wall or roiif. no- masonry wi srk.
no gas lint-". For lots If hst WalCr quickly, cleanly, said, it's no
\‘•indcr so many families prefer the most convenient, the cleanest.
Ilk safCsI encrgy soin-L e in the world: Electricity,.The Power of
Choice fur the .1 rnerictin Home.
I

he electric

West Kentucky Rural
Electric Cooperative
Corporation
753-5012

Write or call for FREE
Water Heater Buying &
Guides
•
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Mrs. Delcie D. Byrley Crass
Mrs. Delcic D. Byrley Crass, 85,
Rt. 1, Kirkscy, died Saturday at
8:40 a.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
She was a member of Mt. Olive
Church—of Christ.
Born Dec. 25, 1905, in Calloway
County, she was the daughter of
the late 'William Henry Byrley and
Sarah Wyatt Byrley.
Mrs. Crass was also preceded in
death by one son, Gaylon Crass,
and one brother, Frank Byrley.
Survivors are her husband, Bonnie Crass, to whom she was married on Aug. 29, 1925; one duaghter, Mrs. Gracie Lee Hopkins and
husband, Newell, Murray; two
.sons, Homer D. Crass and wife,
Ruth, Murray, and Howard Crass
Jr. and wife, Linda, Rt. 1, Kirksey;
two sisters, NE*. Lucy Roach, Murray, and Mrs.'Cracie Smith, Rt. 1,

Kirksey; 14 grandchildren; 35
great-grandchildren.
The funeral is today at 1 p.m. in
the chapel of Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home. John Dale is officiating. Jerry Bolls is directing the
song servie.
Pallbeareers are Dennis Crass,
Jimmy David Hopkins, Wayne
Hopkins, Roger Hopkins, Mark
Crass and Joe Crass.
Burial will follow in Mt. Carmel
Cemetery, north of Kirksey.

Mrs. Margret
Barber
Services for Mrs. Margret Baber,
were Sunday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Roy M. Lowe Funeral
Home, Lowes. The Rey. Wallace
Smith officiated.
Burial was in Liberty Cemetery
there.
Mrs. ,Barber, 69, Rt. 1, Hickory,'
died Saturday at 530 a.m. at West
View Nursing Home, Murray.
She was a member of Melber
Baptist Church.
Survivors are one daughter, Mrs.
Mary Ann Mills, Mayfield; two
sons, Clint Barber and Stanley Barber, Hickory.
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The team will cpmpete r,e81
Louisville Trinity High School
Invitational. Jan.- 12. The coachlng
staff ,for the 1990-91 season
Tim Black, Tara Hart and 1),;.
Weatherly.
We

way to start
season with
t:r•ai team effort." said Laker
,ach Larry England.
•
.
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READ TfIE CLASSIFIEDS
Keith York, Kelvin York and James Coleman

Ask Us About
Forethought Funeral Planning
COMPLETE FUNERAL ARRANGEMENTS

To help' you
select a new or
better used car
or truck see...

NOTICE
K&K STUMP REMOVAL

Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home, Inc.

Mechanically Removed
24" Deep. Free Estimates

Efficient, Dedicated Service - ModernF;imu;tie-

Treated Cross Ties
'
\,7L3 South Fourth St.

135-4343 Bob Kemp
Or
435-4319 Bob Kemp Jr.
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The Calloway County High
School 'Speech Team took' first
place sweepstakes on Jan. 5 at the
Nathan B. Stubblefield Invitational
Speech Tourritment at Murray
High SchooL 1 he team placed first
with 210 .points.
Collierville High School, Memphis, Ian., placed second with 67
points, and Dixon County I ugh
School took third place honors with
45 points. 19 schools competed in
the tournament.
•
The Laker team had many students to place individually in the
tournament. with 20 students
reaching the final round. Those

WE HAUL WHITE COLDWATER
GRAVEL AND DIRT

/1
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Calloway wins Stubblefield tourney
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INVITATION TO BID
Murray Warehousing Corporation and Western Dark Fired Tobacco Growers Association, Inc., wiltaccept bids on .
the herein descnbed real estate. Mailing and delivery address ist
BID
WESTERN DARK FIRED TOBACCO GROWERS ASSOCIATION
206 MAPLE STREET
P.O. BOX 1056
MURRAY, KY 420/1

a..

.,"-V.j4.-

„r

5.•••,9,

'

•••••:,7

by Murray Warehousing Corporation, Inc.
and
Western Dark Fired "lobate°
Growers Association

PROPERTY 1.)EM kir; fo's.
•
Four tracts of land consisting of 77,325 square foot tract as survey.txlbv the firm of F.T. SEARGEN'l AM.)'ASS( X'l AT ES,-ot N1ia•-ra, Kentucky: on August i4, i990. located on the sJ
(
( ounty , Kentucky, and being more particular...
side of Poplar Street, the north side of Elm Street and lying between Cherry Alley and Second Sircet it. the C
described as follows.
12,241. SQ1 ARE FEET
TRACT I
Beginning at an iron pin (set.) 10.00 feet north of the Centerline of Elm Street and on th'e west right -)it -way i ),f SecondiStreet as, de,. rIbedinblke.,1 Hok 67, Page 2)s. and being the sOutheast
cornet of the herein described Tract 1, thence, South 88'30'00- West. 98.97 feet along the north right of was of Elm Street to a punch mark in the conc rete 10 ‘S.i feet north (it the centerline
at the southeast comer of Tract 2, surveyed this same date; thence, Norjh 02` 11'24"Wect 120.22 letA with the east boundary of Tract 21,a point a: the southwest c omerofTract 4, surveyed
this same date; thence. North 87` 5001'East - 104.55 feet with the south boundary of Tract 4 to an iron pin sei n the west right id w av of Secon,1 Street as )1eScTibed in Deed Book 67,
Page 28; thence, South OW 26' 52" West - 121.50 feet along the west right-of way of Second Street to the point of begmnini:
26,725 SLA ARE 1-FET
TRACT 2
Beginning at a punch mark in the concrete 10.00 feet north of the centerline of Elm Street, 10.00 feet east of the centerline of Cherry Ailey and being the southwest corner of the herein
described Tract 2; thence. North 01'4249" West - 263.09 feet along the east right-of-way of Cherry Alley to an iron pin (sett at the southwest comer of 'Tract 3, surveyed this same date.
thence, North 87° 50'50" East- 100.26 feet with,the boundary of Tract 3 to a pOint at a building corner. thence, South 02' 1124" East - 264 25 feet w ith the west boundary of Tract 3, Trat4 4
and Tract I. surveyed this same date, to a point in the concrete at the southwest corner of Tract 1, 10 Olifeet north of the centerline of Elm Street. thence, South KN'30'00- West - 102 46 feet .
along the north right-of-way of Elm Street to the point of beginning.
.
TRACT 3 - 25,756 SQUARE FEET
Beginning at an iron pin (set) 10.00 feet east of the centerline of Cherry Alley and 30 00 feet south of the centerline of Poplar Street. and being the northwest corner of the herein described
Tract 3; thence, North 88° 3000" East - 215.42 feet along the south right -of-way of Poplar Street to-an irtm-pin I set)40-00 feet south of the centerline of Poplar Street and on the vsest rig htof-way of Second Street as describe...NJ in Deed Book 67,Page 28; thence, South OW 26'52" West- 132.58 feet along the west nght of-'ay of Second Street to an iron pin(set)at the northeast
comer of Tract 4,surveyed this same date; thence. South t47° 5050'West - 109.94 feet with the north boundary of Tract 4 to a point on the east boundary of Tract 2, surveyed this same date,
thence. North 02° 1124" West - 27.00 feet with the cast boundary of Tract 2 to a point at a building comer; thence, South 87' 50'50- West - 1(0) 26 feet worth the north boundary of Tract 2,
surveyed this same date to the east nght-of-way Cherry Alley(20 foot right-of-way); thence. North 01"4249' West - 107_91 feet along the east right of ,4 ay of Cherry Alley to the point of
beginning.
This property is subject to an ingress/egress easement for Tract 4 being 26.99 feet wide and I ing on the north side of the following cicticribcd iine Beginning at an iron pin (set) at the
southeast corner of the above described Tract 3.and the northeast corner of Tract 4, thence South 874 50' 50" West 66.(0) feet with the north boundary of Tract 4 and the south line of the
26.99 foot wide easement to a point -being the southwest comer of said easement.
TRACT 4 - 12,550 SQUARE FEET
Beginning at an iron pin (set)on the west right-of-way of Second Street as described in Deed Boiik. 67, Page 28, 121.50 feet north of the north rig!:: if•ss ot Elm Street, and being the
southeast corner of the herein described Tract 4 and the northeast corner of Tract 1,surveyed this same date. thence, South 87'5(1(11 ,' West 104 55 (eel with the north boundary of Tract Ito
a point on the east boundary of Tract 2, surveyed this same date; thence. North 02' 11' 24" West - 117.03 feet with the east boundary of Tract 2 to a point at a common corner to Tract 3,
surveyed this same date; thence, North 87 *50'50" East - 109.94 feet with the south boundary oilract 3, surveyed this Same date, to a point on the west right of way of Secortd Street; thence,
ed right of was,and easements.
South 00° 2652" West. 117:13 feet along the west right-of-way of Second Street to the pointid beginning. This property is subject to all ptes
Deed References: Deed Book 129, Page 629; Deed Book 98, Page 421; Deed nook .162. Card 2522.

PROPERTY DESCRIPTION
A 9,306 square foot tract of land as surveyed by the firm FT
SEARGENT AND ASSOCIATES, of Murray, Kentucky, on
November 20, 1990, located on the northeast comer of the
intersection of Cherry Alley and Maple Street in the City of Murray,
Calloway-County, Kentucky,and being more particularly descnbed
as f°flows_
Beginning at a 04 rebar (set) on the cast nght-of-way of Cherry
Alley (20' nght-of-way) and on the north nght-of-way of Maple
Street(60' nght-of-way), and being the southeast corner of the herut
descnbed tract of land; thence, North 01° 30'00" West - 85 00 feet
along the east nght-of-way of Cherry Alley to a point at the
southwest corner of the Lamar Glass's() property; thence. North 87°
29' 31- East - 109.50 feet Ipassing through a04 rehar (set) at 1(1)
footl with the south boundary of the Glassco property to a 04 rchar
(set) on the east boundary of the Bank of Murray property. thence,
South 03° 30'00- East - 85.00 feet with the west boundary of the
Bank of Murray property to a 04 rebar (found)on the north nghtof way of Maple Street;thence,South 87° 2931- West- 109 50feet
along the north nght of-way of Maple Street to the point of
beginning.
This property is subject to all previously conveyed nght -of-ways
and easements.
For a more detailed descnption of this property,see attached plat
Deed References: Deed Book 109, Page 69; Deed Book 109, Page
71

rem

753-680y

c
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.
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PROPER1 Y DI SCRIPTION
A 1 083 acre tract of land, as surveyed by the firm of I
SEARGENT AND ASSOCIATES, of Murray, Kentucky, on
November 30,1990,located on the east side of Railroad Avenue in
the City of Murray. Calloway County, gentucky, and being more
particularly descnbed as follows

was of the
Beginning at a 04 'char (set on the east nght
railroad, lc (Xi feet east of the centerline of Railroad Avenue and
1101(0) feet east of the centerline of an existing railroad track, 546
feet, more or less, south of the centerline of Maple Street, and being
the northwest comer of the herein described tract of land and the
touthss est corner of the Steve Cunningham property, thence, With
the boundary of the Cunningham property, the following heanngs
and distances North 87'51 36- East 128 00feet toa 04 rebar (set),
Sonh OW 50' 21" East 75 00 feet to a 04 rebar (set t on the south
boundary of the Merchants Gram, Inc property. thence, North 87° •
cl 16 I- act - 146 00 feet with the south boundary of the Merchants,
Grain. Inc property to a 04 mbar (set)on the west boundary of the
Dewey Parks property, said point being located South 87° 51 36"
West 2 77 feet from a04 rebar (found),thence, With the boundary
boundary of the Parks property, the following heanngs and
distances South 00° 15 01- West - 208 00 feet to a 04 rebar (set),
South 87° 51' 36" West - 31.00 feet to a 04 rebar (set) on the cast
boundary line of the I. P Retail leasing Company property. thence.
With the boundary of the LP Retail Leasing Company property,
the following heanngs and distances North 00°15'01" East - 1 00
feet to a 04 rebar (set ), South 87°-51' 36" West - 243 00 feet to a *4
rchar (set)on the east nght-of-way of the railroad. 15 (X)feet east of
the centerline .of Railroad Avenue and 100 00 feet east of the
centerline of an existing railroad track, thence, North 00° 05 03West - 132 00 feet along the cast nght-of way of the railroad and the
cast side of Railroad Avenue to the point of beginning
This properly is subject to all previously conveyed nght-of-ways
and easements
t•or a more detailed descnpuon of this survey, see attached plat.
Deed Reference. Deed Book 58, Page 526. Deed Book 95, Page 33.

Bids will be received until 10:00 am.or Februay 8, 1991. Bids will be reviewed at the Associations' Office at 1:00
- p.m. on February 8, 1990.
4

The herein described property may be nspected by calling Will Clark, General Manager, (502) 753,3341.
Bidders shall tender with their bid a bid bond in the amount of5% of the bid price. Said bond shall be in the form-of a
cashier's check payable to Murray Warehousing Corporation and/or Western Dark Fired Tobacco Growers
Association, Inc.
Bids may be made on individual tract and/or on the properties as a whole. If the bid is accepted, the balance of the bid
price is due and payable within 30 days. Failure to comply may result in the forfeiture of your bid. bond. Seller reserves
the right to aetept or reject any or all bids.

‘-\
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Impotence linked
to diabetes

=h.

both suffer from dry mouth Medical
books don t offer any explanation
Can you^
DEAR DR CarriNaMy 71-year-old
DEAR READER Dry mouth has
problem
with
impohusband has a
several
possible causes As a dental
tence Could cigarette smoking or diacondition, it may be associated with
betes have any bearing on his
poorly fitting dentures irritating
problem"'
mouthwashes
and defective saliva
DEAR READER Diabetes is the
production from inflammation or
probable cause of your-huslisisida im
blockage of the salivars glands under
potence because it accelerates the ac•
the tongue and in the c'heeksi
plaque
atherosclerotic
of
cumulation
Chronic stress and apprehension
in blood vessels In order for erection
can also cause dry mouth In these
to occur the penis must receive addi
cases patients often seek counseling
tional blood flow which is not possito help them cope with anxiety
atherosclerotic
anted
ble with ads
blockage
Sjogren s syndrome is the most
More important. the poor tarn-In- common medtral disorder causing
t ion that characterizes diabetes often
dry mouth This treatable disease. beaffects , the nutrition of delicate
lieved to be an autoimmune self -alaeryes that control the erectile prolerpi affliction, is marked by other
-v., Thus diabetics are doubly
signs. such as dry eyes. liver disease,
handicapped with poor circulation
pancreatic deficiency, heart inflamand malfunctioning nerves In some
mation and kidney disease
ca*s. lgarette tanoking will aggraIf you have Symptoms other than
% ate the disorder by causing arterial dry mouth, you should see your doctor
spasm
for an examination Otherwise, you
However diabetic impotence can and your sister should check with
be treated First the diabetes must be your dentists Salivary stones, which
brought under control with a strict can block salivary ducts may require
diet including avoidance of sugar i removal However most people with
and with medicine i print or insulin ,
unexplained dry mouth can be'helped
Next, the doctor will Want- to assess by chewing sugarless gum or using
circulation
with
tests_
your husband's
Mild mouthwashes Ask the dentist
such as ultrasound or X-rays Some
about this
,• Iry le CPA P1.11 1741110141:14
times discrete blockages can be repaired surgically or treated with balloon angioplasty. ,a technique that
cracks the artemat blockage and re
establishes circulation Finally urologists use medicines such as injectable papaverine. to treat impotence
Therefore your .husband should
PETER
work with his doctor and with a uroloM D
GC/TT
gist to discover an effective method
of treating impotence
To give you more information. I am
sending you free copies of my Health
Reports-lhabetes Mellitus- and -Im.potence " Other readers who would
like copies should send $I 25 for each
report to F'0 Box 91369. Cleveland
Fl 44101-3369 Be sure to mention

Help
Wardsel

13., Peter H Gott. M.D.

Mk*

Who sold 5721,000
in 91 days"

INSTRuLtION

CANCER
'INSURANCE

E ARM TO DRIVE
TRACTOA-TRAitER

No age iimoi to appiy It
your present policy is
over 10 years old ,t
may not cover some '
the newer treatmen:,
such ,as chemothe,
apy For tree inform.*
lion can

•• sto 0..•

•

Call:
753-1916

ALLIANCE

Billie

Who sold a house on

Chrisamas Day?

"•••• .oca

LOCAL ponstruction corn -

south

{limy needs additional sec-

of Lynn

uc small female Bea

&woos'

gle Call 435 4511

wn-king
i400 WEEKLY

The
Clock
For Yu'
Call Billie to
yours! 753-1492

.21
Loretta Jobs Realtors
303 N. 12th St.
502 ,73.1492

3 24 hour recording
I . Fully GUARANTEED, 219 824 8403 'Ext
119

Thank *ou, Mrs.
Jane Gaines
Mrs. Jane, you
hate taught us,
Med- us, listened
40 us, cared for our
feelings and hurts You, too, are our.,
parent.
Mrs. Jane, you
hate nurtured us,
us,
encouraged
cured us, guided
helped us dayby-day.
In the name of
all .your children,
you are, indeed,
,;ur parent, too.
We, the children
iron! Jack and Jill
Day Care wish you
much happiness.
and we will miss

Bsli„

DR. GOTT

•

The Murray
Ledger & Times
Classified Ads
753.1916

CLASSIFIEDS
arejorciervoile!

A company that cares ab
C d you ever won
oer what it would be like7
•'6"le cafe enough to offer
company training, leads income potential $40.000
bonuses and more
het:clquaiified individu
a.; immediately No experiii,nci.,- riecessary You owe it
10 y OL,,SC[t and to your_tam
i-y to veer, an open mind
and ca'l Roy at 753 2740
you

'EXTRA INCOME -91Earn a ce;:ond income
.911705,11 a second job Earn
$
.500 $1000 for a better life
!or 'y
and your family No
experience necessary Will
,+.1 simple instructeach A ,
tions Don I Wait' Make
Easy Money Send a
stamped addressed enve
icoo to B&9 Mailing Service
PC Craw 601532 Miami
i!-- Lcr-ca 33160

titlei!,
NEAR OR ( 'TT My sister and I

1177TIFT111
-.1•1

COUNTER help wanted
Sammonigakery Apply in
person Chestnut St Murray between 7am.4pm

Lost
And Found

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199

( all Billie to scll
yours! 753-1492

BE on T V many needed
tar commercials Now tiff
-19 all ages For casting
info Call (615)779 7111
Est T 1173

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE

THE FAR SIDE

retarial help Position is
part-time (min 25hrs per
week) The desired applic
ant should possess pleas
ant telephone manners
basic clerical and typing
skills Send resume tc PO
Box 1040M Murray Ky
42071
13 IMMEDIATE OPEN) A
INGS NEED a job'
GED'
)Hope for the future'?
You may quality if •You do
not have your GED or high
school diploma. 'You are
between the ages of 16
21 We are an E 0 E This
project is funded by the
Western Kentucky Private
Industry Council- JTP A
Call JTPA Out Of School
9 3 7 8
7 5 3
8a m 11 30a rn
SALES person to work in
decralating center and paint
store Some experience at
this type of work would be
helpful This is a 40hr week
job Apply at Blacks Decorating Center 701 S 4th St
Murray or phone 753 0839
or 436-2935 after 5pm

By GARY, LARSON

:NNE, A

E vtAKE
7.•Es..RE

HEALTH
INSURANCE
PROFESSIONALSNEEDED
TO MARKET
OUTSTANDING
NEW MAJOR
..MEDICAL
PRODUCT
We offer:
.Top commissions.
+Six months commission advance on submitted APP business.
---+Leads available.
+NO association dues
or fees.
*Free Major Medical

it

and Life Insurance for
you and your family.
(Must qualify.)
+A.M. Best A+c
Superior rated_ company.
+Conventiion
trips
(Must qualify.)
+Unlimited income
potential
+Vested renewaLs
If you are interested in
an unparalleled op•
portunity for career
growth in the Health
Insurance Industry.
call:
Ronnie Taylor
502-781-7270
9 a.m.-12 Noon
502-749-5404
12 Noon-5 p.m.

EGIZECII
?..ER..
-

';‘)ME.THitsier REALL'd
7IF FERE NT W rri-k M.e

-At?. WOU-17 5ET Pv‘E
t4pA,2-7- Rom TAE

GARFIELD
Mayday' Mayday' This is Flight 97' I'm in trouble'
My second engine s on fire my landing gears
lammed and my worthless co-pilot's frozen up'

ruL PANT A LiNE ON THE FLOOR.
EVERYTHING, ON ,
e0UR SIPE it
4.0eRS,AND EVERYTHING ON

ASSEMBLE OUR DEVICES Learn this trade'we
send instructions parts
and check for assembly
Call (404) 426 0672 Ext
08520
THE Courier Journal is
looking for a self motivated
individual in the Murray
area to deliver one of their
daily and Sunday paper
routes Must have reliable
transportation Must be
able to secure a cash bond
of $400 If interested con
tact David Huffey at
1 800 866 2211
UP to $15 hour processing
mail weekly check guaran
teed Free details, write,
SD. 12610 Central, Suite
255 TKY Chino, CA 91710

Situation
Wanted

All

, oak
pick

FIR
gfei
474

'FIR
turr,
grei
der

A
437

FIR
Ire(
436

FIR
_ gre

OA

for
cry
75:

ViC

I babysit in my home any•
time except Sunday Cal
759-1683
WANTED a lob Experi
ence in retail, youth organiration mr,a,gement
photography,, land dog
training Handy with hands
eager, intelligent, and hard
working College degree
Resume' available upcn re • .
quest Call 436-5447
WILL do light house and
office cleaning Have ex•
perience Reference it re
quested 753 7694 for
details

PR

y01.

ar
voi

100

Business
Opportunity

ri-ry

- BRING the new year in with
a new career Call Avon
today 753-0171 Free gift
with appointment

anC.

T-SHIRT & cap screen
.printing equipment Corn
ple.te set up Willing to train
Phone
$4 5 0 0 ,
800 523-7005 '

ing
10
$2
ab
or

pr.
75'

1.11ANCIAL NDEPENDEMI

TOP CORTI
NAME IN USA
HIP
DISTRIBL
i SET OWN
RS
1.41:00 I
strntril
14}5.1.-SSIO5
Of*
11211minng
ROLMFROM (At)

'
'
Y grt OLD PlITODL(T laccifd
c,ery norm,
—Rum rcpcla 5411111=1•
aspde p

/-J,Joys

INCOME OF
YR. IP
$40,000
I

RASH
appigAboral
sot cansidew.d.
I
gtorftld 09E1" .
Ira,*
ataxy QUALIFIED poe 'ravened
'PP cane .5i1t..i l.a uns
+.02..ing to ad)all te kilo* ria
lea AraiabieinIfWeirs
(Days,
F.dermss.
terra)
. MUST NCI UDF. DOCU
‘.0 VTID PROOF a nu....ed
fC for armoury NOW
K(AT T1141. Of RESPOND
TO AD)
' Y Car and Plasm Noodle.
*rac P0 Boa 1040R. M
ray. Ky 421:171

my SOX IS MINE

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

0

0

ACROSS
1 Chaped,
4 Part of chair
back
9 Speck
12 Metric

rn-1-91771111411
2oGS
'..".7E-r.w A 2,
3EET,E.-

SERGEANTS
GET EVEN

4.7
rrAr/

•

/73
1

BLONDIE

7 4 '..7a
Seei.2

_

orc7 5.0

•
.njmocniok,

,„2

EA2

I

OVA '
N.
Oi
TS4AT sw

MCS704 NG

13 Get up
14 Anger
15 Wire
fastener .‘
17 Damaged .
19 For tear that
21 Greek letter
22 Depend
25 White House
nickname '
27 ()riser vatinr,
31 Opp of WSA
32 Distancemeasur ,r,q
Instrurner,1,,
14 Paid notice
35
Vigoda
arid,
:
36 No
or buts
,37 Exists
38 Land mass

A j

T E
S
A B
A E
F A
T 'IR tN
I.BANNED
O
D,D
E DE
A
P E T
T
E
.
.
S LED
M E T
LEN
.

EIU

Possesses
TV s Carney
Oolong
Transaction
Chief
* executive
6 XVii x ill
7 Pallor
8 Athletic

group
9 Obscure
10 Native metal
1 1 Spread for
drying
16 Work at
one s trade
18 Stunted

7

II

9

10

11

14

le

17

15
16UU

•,-,
—or% 41111
,11
on

22

23

2o

.01

21
26

2'
33

.4

35

i•UU
36

,
E

-THE Ppli Ch•Eps

T HI NKiNC.7

E-P .
I

711.!
,..EE
7
,,1,4117

se

39

40

-41F
42

/7:1

43
41

49

SO

'UI
6'I.

p.

52

51
Sil

IU

29

30

37

41

UU

41

UI

621111

persons
20 Tyson
highlight
abbr
22 Respond
23 Witch of
24 French
article
26 Famously
28 Faroe
Islands
whirlwind
29 Commonplace
30 City in
Germany
32 Japanese
sash
33 Newt
35 Essence
39 Bond
nemesis
40 Dawn
goddess
41 Above
44 Choose
46 Civii injury
48 Goals
49 Body of

water

48

53
59

71

UUUU

•

47

R AP S
E ,R , I E
AN E
ON ED

R +,E- TI_ EGA

1
2
3
4
5

4

2

EDAM
irA I
..
G ALA
MAR
• .
G R IN
R
S ETTL
t
E A
FE L
P
A
.
AL'A

DOWN

/\J
1

Answer to Previous Puzzle..

41 Shoshonean
Indian
42 Jog
'13 Pedal digit
44 Unlock
45 Near
47 Break
suddenly
49 Donkeys
53 Snicker
57 Beverage
58 Domain
60 Anglo-Saxon
money
61 Affirmative
62 Servers
63 Cat s foot

5-4i 156
60
63

50 Rubber tree
51 Legal matter
52 Indian
weight
54 Cover
55 Period of
time
56 Uncooked
59 Cooled lava

ANTIQUES by the piece o
collections Call 753 9433
after 5pm
CASH for mobile home axles and tires We will re
move 527 9063
SINGLE and or clout.° pa
pasan Call 759 9980

Articles
For Sale

AIM

1986 YAMAHA 4-wheele
225 moto 4, $1500, GE
electric dishwasher $125
9' table saw with stand
$125, Snapper riding
mower $350 753-7407
, 2 KEROSENE heaters
489-2559
CARAT solitaire diamond ring Third quality
or
7 5 3 - 35 3 3
901 644 9542
ASHLEY wood stove in
sort Used 2 months $500
436-2351
BASEBALL cards Buy, sell
arid traoe 759 1683
CUSTOM made gun ca
binet holds 12-guns Call
492-8600
OASIS water dispenser for
5gal jug $150 345 2252
SPA for sale 753 3488 at
ter 6pm
TANDY Model III computer
with LPVIll Good condi
ton Best otter over $100
753 4065

Appliances
WHITE GE stove exceiten
condition $150 759 4856
ISO

Homo
Furnishings
2 COUCHES 2 chairs.
good condition 759 4562

WASHER/dryer, sofa
chairs, lamps. miSc
753-9.409

Aliutvittm,ott.-tri

;
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Mobile
Homes For Sale

r Journal is
self motivated
the Murray
ar one of their
,unday paper
have reliable
in Must be
e a cash bond
iterested con
Huttey at
111

iur processing
:heck guaran
details write,
Central Suite
no CA 91 710

anon
nted

A IA firewood Seasoned
oak $25 'delivered $20
pickup 492-8254

2x55 REMODELED 2br,
excellent condition $2500
437 4917, 437-4511

FIREWOOD Seasoned or
gieen $30-rick delivered
474 2318 •
FIREWOOD for stove and
furnace Seasoned arid
greenwood Cut to your order 753 3808 474 8086

2BR mobile home no pets
753-9866

FIREWOOD for sale Also
tree service 436-2562.
436 2758
FIREWOOD Seasoned or
_ green Also slab Wood
Chart/vs Barnett 753 5476
OAK and hickory fireweed
for sale Immediate deliv
cry '$30 per rick now
753 4120

fly home any Sunday Cal

ht house
ng Ha
?ference '
53-7694

miss
Kunity

ew year in with
or Call Avon
1171 Free gift
ment
cap s.
,prnent
Vidling to tra-n

LDPE.\D€CE
COFFEE
IN LSA
HIP
1
fN 'RS;

I

mom

OOF }ugh profit.
resuAkots
Jlout outlet,
corks ndustry ••
SODIA'T

Wm: viale
bosoms

spin

p 10

'ME OF
YR. 11)

tAS

.1114.1.4'
/
3
41.s
wird 0
VIED pot tattenuf
usury' Is, W. of
folio. mg
shit to towers IDEvanwp,
...

land 2BR acartirient•
downtown Mti•
753 4109.
APARTMENT lit
.rra ,
Has kitchen with • .•
frigerator. etc ••
bathroom, carpeti.::t
block from M5IJ campus
$170/mo incluies utilities
Call 759 4104

FABRIC'FABRIC•FABRIC
, OFF SALE Country Re
mnants Hwy 68 641 Dratfenville Marshall County
next to 2onanza Mon Sat
10 5pm
PROOF sets and silver dol
ann,
'akel.ne presents for
eyery occasion If we don't
have the date you need
get it at no extra cost to
you Check our US and
foreign coins proof sets
and silver dollars at the Ox
'Joke Antique Store (Hazel)
ind Treasure House (Murif) Special discounts now
.“..:111,-1,ve We buy coins
protessinhat ap
praisals of estates.
753-4161_
WOODEN storage
ings 806' starts at $1095,
10x16' $1424 50, 12x24'
$2395 Other sizes available Auer. Portable Build
ings 502 247 7831

2511
Business
Services

ONE bedroom apart,/
central heat/air,
dryer hook-up No pets
ferences reqtnrn'l
753-3949

OMCE SPACE

ONE-room. partially
ished sleeping room-.
shared kitchen and ba',
rooms, central H/A - Lu
cated 17/ blocks from faculty Hall $125/mo includ
mg utilities Call Camela at
753 1492

FOR RENT

Close to Court
Square on 5th St.
$160.00 per month.
Call Ted Delaney
753-1916 for more
Information.

Apartments
For Rent
1BR fur:nisi-lel apartment
Nice and clean Close to
$165/mo
campus
753 7276

2BR apartment near Or
versity Good nn, •
pliancEs fuin
able now Cu'
753-9898

2BR apartment in Northwood Appliances and water furnished $260/mo
.

WE have nice 2br a .
plexcs, 2bd towntc:
also 2bf, 2 bath wit,,
$375-$500,rno Colen .
RE' 753 -9898 '

Want
Buy
by the piece o
Call 753 9433

iobile home ax
?s We will re
9063

d or doubie pa
759 9980

Metes
w Salt

AHA 4-wheeler
4, $1500, GE
hwasher $125.
aw with stand
lapper riding
i0 753-7407
ENE- heaters

solitaire dia
Third quality
or
13
42

vocid stove in
2 months $500

28R carport. central H-A,
stove, refrigerator No pets
Deposit. lease, $350:lmo
Monroe
18027; A
1-502-527-7382 after 5pm

er dispenser for
150 345 2252

le 753 3488 af

>del III computer
I Good condi
offer Over $100

stove excellen
$150 759 4856

Horne
rnishings

-IES 2 chairs.
Mien 759 4562

I/dryer, sofa
lamps. mite

1994 DCDGE
A C PS
red

atc,dy 751 0'1'r
_

19760000vE
great .. ,vt'-v'T,atIc
Chevy Ma ,
ins
4 door C.!' •
489 241',

759 1553

28R duplex $306 mo De
posit 'required Quiet area
753 9240

Free es!
PLUMBIN(..
mtites Affordable rate
Same day seri-se Ail wor.ly
gi.,ranteed 753 4230

CARPET and v,nyl repa el,
and ,r1r.tallat,on Pr-ales
sional service Ger- Bob
Emr‘, 759 1247 ie-ive

PLUMBING repaIrrnan with
same day service Call
430 5255

St; ii 1/1

A

/4 '

Wi-L
p:urrt..1anteed 435 4',

ROOF R

AKC registered Pomona
man puppies, cream color
Adult Chinchilla Persini.
cat, registered and neti
tered $100. Cad be shown
753 5950

GLORIA'S FITNESS SALON

GOLDEN Retreiver pup
piesRegistered AKC
champions. in field, show,
temperament Great family
dogs, playmate for kids,
hunting companion for
Dad 354-8168 Visa
Mastercard accepted

is coming bock!
Kalch_las2Poing ;late at
5ou1hside Shoppiag Center,
•Six Toning/Exercise Benches
•Suntanna by Wolff System Suntan Bed
•Treadmill, Etc.
Looking forward to seeing you again!
Gloria

Immediate Openings
Food Service Supervisor
For 174 bed long term care facility
Degree in food service area preferred,
management experience necessary Full
company benefits, salary open
Apply at

REPOSSESSED VA
& IliUD HOMES
available from government
from ST without credit

West View Nursing Home
1401 So. 16th St.
Murray, Ky.

chock You repair Also S &
1. bailout properties Call
805-682-7555, ext. 113435
for repo am your area

EOE MT

DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE

BEAUTIFUL single family
dwelling lot All city utilities
including city cablevisicin
Joining the city limits at
Westend of Gatesborough
Call 753-5541, 753-4060

you are under age 65 and
qualify for Medicare due to disability we offer an excellent Medicare Supplement Policy. It pays the
$628 Part-A deductible as well as
100% of Medicare's Part B copayment amount. This benefit is
based on 20% of the Medicare
Allowable Charge. We also pay
20% ofthe $100 Part-B deductible.
Part-B benefits are paid in or out of
the hospital. The 1991 rate is
$58.75 per month.

3BR brick house New central heatiair, storm win
dows, garbage disposal,
cable hookup, city water 1
mile East of Murray Priced
in mid ¶30's 498-8944
1-800 637-1442
3BR modular 'home on 4
lots, 2 car carport work
shop, fenced yard I mile
from lake
¶25.000
436-2144

For more informathin call

McConnell
Insurance Agency

BRAND new 3br 2 bath
home with central H/A Offered at an affordable price
$40 s A must to see Contact Kopperud Realty
753-1222

753-4199
Hopkinsville Federal Savings Building
'Free local claim service

'

•
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".•

Free
Column

g

tt Free enr.- afsn

PEE •pupptes
mcther father
5851 at:(2,

5236 •••
w!!..}

FRE,E 10 good

‘,zzipuppie!,-

470

•

435 4'59
;-1.EE

gocri

180

CUSTOM KITCHEN CalliNFTS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
All

Types 01

Custom Woodworking

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
•Drop by 4 se. ow showroom

•

Lease For Less at
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET

TOYOTAS COST LESS
IN MURRAY

CARS • TRUCKS
VANS

YES
Everything
We Sell Is Under
Five Thousand Dollars
Pnce & Payment Displayed
On Each Vehicle

CARS'
89 Pontiac 6003................ $4887
'89 Cher/ Celebrity Ct V8$4987
89 Ford Taurus

'a9 Ford

.......14987

Tempo

89 Mercury Topaz GS...... $4987
$4967
Pontiac Re:,
87 Chevy Cavalier Wgn. $4987
86 Ford Escort
86 Ply. Horizon

$3487
$3487

85 Chry. Lebaron GTS.$3987
'85 Olds Detta 88

$4987

'84 Chev. Citation V6 $1987
'84 Dodge Aries Wgn $2987
'83 Nissan Sentra Wgn.$2487
81 Choy. Caprice
'78 Ply. Horizon
'76 Cllevy Malibu ......

$1987
$987
$1287

TRUCKS
87 Toyota

$4987

'85 Chevy S-10 V6
'84 Ford F-150

$3967
$49671

'84 Ford Van
'81 Ford Van
'78 Chevy Suburban

$3987

'T7 Chevy Stepeide

$3987
$3987

Van$2487

Have You Been Tumed
Down Elsewhere?
Credit Problems V OK
No Credit V OK
Divorce V OK
We sai dependable,
afforest*, cars to woe
Who want to establish or
re-rastablish their credit
Low Month), Payments
Other Locations.
Mayfield Paducah
w• accept Visa 11 MC
See Salesman Kelvin York
Sammy Bradshaw, Sales Mgr

1113 Sycamore
Murray
759-4999

CARS
10 Toyota Tercel.......,......1187
10 Toyota Corolla
10 Toyota airy ......112417
'89 Toyota
......1,987
19 Toyota Celia ST....11.487
19
19
Bleck Pal
'33 *try Ctiony Pit __1St]
18 Toyota Cressida
11 Oiler/
88 Toyota Cantry..„...,...,...1,487
88 Pont BIlitt. .....1,987
17 liazda
'86 Hondo Accad
7187
'$6 Pont. Sunbid
1,417
1487
'16 Toy. Cada
16 Tercil 4WD
'5,441
16 Toyota Sup ......1117
15 Olds Cita
'84 Oes Delta 18
14 Toy. Cressida
14 Olds Custom Crbier.,..$4,217
'14 Toy1,1
14 Toyota
12 Toyota Cceolia........r1.417
'12 Yolks. Jet Vign
'81 Toyota Corolla.........
'80 Toyota Coro0a......
76 Fad
TRUCKS
'89 Ford Ranget )(LT
'89 Chevy
'81 Toyota
18 Nis. Pathrider SE.,14,487
10187
18 Ptyrt fir
18 lazda B2200
18 Toyota linnet„.... '11487
18 Rrnouth Voyager
'87 Toyota 414
17 TO, 414 Rab...._...1,987
'17 ilazda
'6187
17 Tolot 1
15 Toyota X•Cab.........,.1,787
'85 Toyota
Aubrey Hatcher
Bill Calvert • Greg Bradshaw
Tom Thurman
Chris Bearden Eli.s klqr
Chad Cochran Co:, Mgr

TOYOTA
OF
515 S. t2th
Murray, KY

MURRAY

Pnone
753-4951

•
NOwwtemoVirg

HOME RUN
HOBBY SHOP

1990 Beretta GT loaded
S314.86 mo'
Call Gene at 753-2617
Plus Tax Title & License
36 Mo Closed End Lease

86 Cher. Celebrity V6 $3487
KOPPERUD REALTY of
ens a complete range of
Real Estate services with a
wide selection of quality
homes, all prices
753-1222, toll free
1 -800-251 -HOME Ext
71tL

A -;

753 4545

-1/ART C Ha J
fr.-is, and gra,bage p.c.up

1'.

Financing On The Spot

38R 2 bath duplex in town
No pets
$325/rni,
354 6258 after 5pm

'JCR REPAIR VVoca
Senvoe Center. clear:,
se/Jcing $15. mot.' f• • . :
S35 at brands 3ro
krr-n..; Open 9'
Mon Fr. . 753 0530

r,,,pr...) 414

NICE 2br gas peat Vi D
hookup dishwasher, sto:.,e,
refrigerator. deck 811 Col
dwater Rd $325 mo Cole
man RE 753 9898
SMALL rental house 2br
$235:mo 17, miles on 641
South 753 6156

T C Dinh Repair and Main
tenance plurnt,,rjg and
g
Electrical
fita•n
Sewer 1210,121
Street 753 6111 ctt:r..r..
753-0606 after 5pm

ROCKY COLSON Home
Repan Roofing s
j, c.c;r:
pa riting p,I.Jrrtvn,
Cal!
C.F;,:r: Free es!
474 2307 ,

rcsk

HOUSEMATE wanted to
share house with 2 f,
males $125,rro plan
cheap utilities 759-4814

2BR duplex Qtyiet neigh
bcrhood ApplilTnces turn
ished wood stove central
beat-air
Very nice
759 1848

„

ANY remodeling building,
painting 8. roofing Free'es.
timates References,435 4632

'

REAL
CHARMEH
2Bedrm Murray locatisNew central gas heat a, s:
air Includes- -refrigeratc•
washer and dryer Tons
storage' Discounted re,
$400 753 8734'.

.cards Buy, sell
759-1683

made gun cai 12-guns Call

•

218R apartment close to
campus, furnished. $300
753 0919

2BR water furnished, deposit required 753 0087 after
5pm
Sin ZENITH color tv 'Ex
client condition
9930

197b C7_,L.C3E Van New
440 motor, new transrnis
sion. 1 ton, psipb, ac new
tires $3000 or test offer
753 0318

ROOMMATE
apartment $15r,
utilities 1412F Stad-rri
View Dr 812 937 4608
753 8011, after 1 143!

mid Rums Noma.
..

lot 104012. /A of
( 4207 I

P,O,„

'
CUTLASS hoe
— red
-ten
$700 down 1990
loaded
110
lmIni
E

NEW duplex on Ncrth:wocd
Drive 2br, central gas H A
All appliances inr'ild,nd
dishwasher and ri
FIVE car' clean up shop, wave $385 mu
office and 2 baths, air com- lease Availat
pressor Corner of 4th and days 753 31', •
753-7900
Glendale Rd $450/mo
753-4389 or 753-5960

SHARP copiers Author- . 2BR furnished apartment.
ized dealer for sales ser 5br furnished house
vice. supplies, parts and "6 block of college
rental units Local corn
753-5108. 753-5865
pany Call 1 800 248 4319
28R unfurnished apart
mem 753 3241

ii=

'r

I

F'

2BR duplex in Northwood
$295 mo 759 4406

PRiVATE Investigator with
22 years city arid state in"
vestigation experience
'Accident •Criminal 'Civil .
'Personal or Corporate
'Missing Persons Your
,,eeds, our specialty Calli
Confidential Investigations!
(5021753-2641

SU COE DOCU
001 of mutintd
NOW fts:
kl•-SPOND

.

NEW 2br duplex A;
pliances, energy off..
l
owner occupied
Ridgewood Dr 753 745-7

OFFICE or retail space for
rent on court square
$175/mo Contact Kopperud Realty 753 1222

Sonless
Wired

Vans

4 CAR shop with office
753-9386. 753 4509

WOOD for sale 753 9745

lob Exper,
. youth organi1,,r1gement
yt land dog
dy with hands
)ent. and hard
liege degree
liable upon no •
136-5447

Apartments
For Rent

MOBILE home lots and mo
bile homes 527-9063

` A FliREVV000 for sale
437-4667

S 3n

320

270

OUR ' DE
this trade- we
tons parts
Of assembly
26 0672 Ext

MU'rray Ledger & Times

4th & Sycamore
Mon. & Thurs.

759-1 521 (hime) 753-1 566
p.m.
3-6 p.m.; Sat..

Baseball Basketball, Footbal
Ca, s — Packs -- SuPPIles

We Have An Immediate
Openng For Cit.

r1,
'

./t
_ni•

l"
STi 2455

13
APPLANCE
Kenmore, West:,
Whirlpool 30 years expi
once Bobby Hoppe'
436 5848
BLOCK brick, concrete
drive ways,
bases, patios
repair work Charles Ba,
nett 753-5476
CARPENTER commercial
-or residential -work Now
homes additions outbuild
ings, decks fences no
placement w, ndo S Fast
Call
quality service
759 1424 after 5pm

,,
.\ccs
A Li5',E-riSEE.")
cos tia,
:nor

CZS.0
Please apply at
SIR Ch"r.n 0!:..leaner
492 8567
NEW homes remodeiing
pole barns. decks outtauildbrick and masonry
, 4' work 759 1 7 ,0

irt;Mrin

roma. .

the

,

Murray Ledger & Times

Dial-A-Service
(Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Handy Reference)
1

Poison Control

753-7588

Commercial
and
Rewidential

James C. Gallimore
Electric Service
Phone
itt. A. Box 1075
Murray, KY 42071

1502)759.0435

AD COULD BE HERE! Calloway County Fire & Rescue Squad
$500
Only

Per Week

coalahsan 13 rusks)

Call 753-1916
Murray-Calloway County Hospital

762-1100
Wayne Higgins Backhoe Service
r,
Septic Tank* it Sri, e '
Call Cc Anytime

753-6952

DIAL CONSTRUCTION
!So Joh Too Small

Remodeling, Decks, Garages & Additions
489-2739
I 436-5272

ALPHA BUILDERS
Remodeling, garages, decks, porches Home maintenance

489-2303

759-4685
•

7534916

call:
Monday-Friday 8 a.m.-5 p.m. Saturday 8 a.m.-12 p.m.

To place your ad
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Thursday,
Friday and
Saturday! ids
11 aim. to 7 p.m.
Jan, 101 11 & 12th
Murray, Ky. Piggly Wiggly Only
641 South - Murray
753-9616
753-0265

Register for great
rizes to be given
away!

PLUS
Enjoy a taste of the variety of
delicious foods we have to offer
this area — FREE Coffee,Cookies
and lots of food samples.

111r
11C141111
OPEN 24 HOURS

Register
To Win!

Register To Win!

100,000

General Electric
Automatic
Washer

Quality Stamps Giveaway!
GRAND
PRIZE
FIRST
PRIZE
SECOND
PRIZE
THIRD
PRIZE

50,000
25,000
15,000
10,000

Quality
Stamps
Quality
Stamps

Heavy-Duty,
Large Capacity
Register At Piggly Wiggly In Murray Only!

Quality
Stamps
Quality
Stamps

At Murray Piggly Wiggly Only
Drawings To Be Held Sat., Jan. 19, 1991 At Murray Piggly Wiggly.

•

%

